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"STUDENT" is a national tri-lingual and bi-monthly newspaper for Ukrainian Canadian students and is published by
the Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union (SUSK).
"STUDENT"

interests of Ukrainian Canadian students on various topics:
social, cultural, political and religious.

The opinions and thoughts expressed

in

"STUDENT"

repre-

sent the particular situation in which the Ukrainian Canadian student movement finds itself, both within the Ukrainian Canadian community and within Canadian society.
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on length, taste and legal matters.
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Taras Pawlyszyn

Senator Eugene F orsey (a leading British Canadian con—
stitutibnalist) prides himself of his mighty heritage
and ofthose
"ideals of British liberty and justice
which have sent their light forth and their
truth among all races of men".
In light of the fact that
the government of Canada
is disregarding the needs of
over one third of the peoples of Canada,
Senator
Forsey's and similar government pronouncements
are, it
seems to us, nothing but mere empty phrases.

— Bohdan Romaniuk
Edmonton
language

editor

Advertising Manager

— Mariika Hryn
— Myron Spolsky
— Bohdan Kupycz
— Roma Andrusiak
— Irka Iwor-hiw
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Winnipeg

Ukrainian

This was basically the most recurring message to be
heard at the recent Second Canadian Conference on Multiculturalism held in Ottawa on Feb. 13, 14 and 15.
This message, which seemed by the way
to be almost
wholly propounded by the French Canadians, quietly received the full endorsement of Labour Minister John
Munro and his fellow' Anglo Canadian Mandarins.
After
all,
why shouldn't Munro endorse something that would
relieve him of his troubles by
'letting the ethnics
fight it out with the French' ? Why shouldn't the Minister put the responsibility for Multiculturalism on
the shoulders of
all minority ethno cultural groups?
It seems that the Imperial Fountain has saved the
day
for Munro.
Or has it?

,

the right to edit articles and letters for control

:
:

"You must support the French
language rights outside of
Quebec if you want Multiculturalism to survive."

The Federal Government has safely neutralized the
question of multiculturalism by dichotomizing it.
Either we accept and support the language and cultural
rights of the French, in which case, when the French
Canadians are secure and equal with the Anglais perhaps in ten years, then multiculturalism may receive
some support, or else we do not support the linguistic
claims of the French,
in which case
(quickly points
out the government)
multiculturalism goes
down the
drain through no fault of theirs.
In no uncertain
terms Munro stated that if the minority ethno cultural
groups do not show support
for the French language
rights and if they do not stop criticizing and complaining about the implementation of "the multicultural
program, he should not be held responsible if the program is scrapped.
Such an irresponsible attitude
cannot be tolerated.
It seems to us that the whole question of multiculturalism must be posed in a different way.
Presently,
bilingualism is being implemented across the
country
by the Federal and various provincial governments with
full financial and authoritative backing.
We are glad
for the French.
However, there are many people who
believe that it is unjust' that French Canadian communities of 500 people be given massive public funds for
language instruction courses
the
cons t ruction
of
schools and communication networks etc., while Ukrainian Canadian or Italian Canadian communities of 50,000
are denied these same services.
The government is not
asking who wants or does not want bilingualism - it is
being forced down everyone's throat.
We do not oppose the idea that all French Canadians
should have the opportunity to learn and live in their
language.
Go ahead, give those 50 French Canadian families in Canmore, Alberta all the facilities, institutions and resources for their assured epanouissement
But, at the same time, how about considering the needs
of those 400,000 Italian Canadian families in
Toronto
Ontario? And what about the
million Canadians
who are neither French Canadians, nor English Canadi-

forum for fact and opinion reflecting the
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"The Law and the Press In Canada",
Wilfred h. Kesertcn.
"The publication of a statement which to
the defendant's knowledge is false and
calculated to injure is malicious, and
is treated as intended
to injure.
.

"Everyone who publishes a defamatory
libel is guilty of an indictable offense
and is liable to imprisonment for two years."
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UKRAINIAN

HROMADA
IN

FLORIDA

The Ukrainian community here
in southern Florida (Fort Lauderdale, Hollywood, and Miami)'
and our
is very much alive
degree of enthusiasm is growThe
ing stronger every week.
myth that Floridians only sit
sandy
under palm trees on
beaches and soak up the sun is
dispelled by our activities.
Ukrainians here are more active and 'together' than some
of the Ukrainian American organizations we have visited.
We may not be as numerically
strong as some of our fellow
organizations, but we feel
that our vibrancy is,at~~times~,
unsurpassed by many of our
northern friends.
So far this year, we have sponsored at least one activity ev-

"If you ever tire of snow

flurries, polar bears and
snowplows, visit us."

Our latest activiery month.
ties for 1975 consisted of
Christmas caroling on December
25th through January 7th, and
visiting homes from Fort Lau-
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Letters
TO THE EDITOR
1

STUDENT

'

welcomes comments

on, criticisms of, and replies
to the contents of this pub-

lication as well as information which is relevant to
Ukrainian students. Please
address all letters to:
THE EDITOR
STUDENT NEWSPAPER'
191 LIPPINCOTT STREET
TORONTO, ONTARIO
1

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

As has been ascertained by
popular opinion, the 12th Annual
SUSK Western Conference in Calgary was a very successful and
worthwhile event. Many people
worked very hard on the conference and 1 was happy to hear
that all the participants felt
they benefitted from the conference, and enjoyed themselves
immensely.
On behalf of the Ukrainian
Students' Association in Calgary, I would like to thank all
those who devoted their time
and efforts (and gave up valuable study time) to make this
conference a success. These
people included John Andruschak,
Irene Kuszka, John Zalischak,
Joan Holowa, Oksana Suchowersky,
Walter Golobiowski, Walter Perewernicky, as well as Sheila Slobodzian.
I would also like to
thank those people who attended
the conference and supported us
all in the first major effort
in the history of our club.
This conference was indeed
the 'spark' that was needed to
awaken us to the exciting and
fulfilling activities to be had
in SUSK, and in our local clubs.
See you all at the National
SUSK Congress.'

Please accept my hearty
congratulations for an
excellent Deceirfoer issue
of 'STUDENT'
.

Keep up the good vcrk!
Sincerely

Andriy Richniak

Dear Sir:

Regarding the letter by
I. Murunchak in your
Christmas issue:
I agree that it will be
no problem to take o-n
the Red army with the
help of the PRC, but
has he thought of the
difficulties involved
in extending the Great
Wall to Uzhorod?

0.

Best wishes,

Myroslav Yurkevich

Roxalianna Kozak

derdale to Miami Beach. During
December we also put up a beautiful Ukrainian Christmas carolers' scene in the Merchants
Bank of Miami. The scene consisted of five figures dressed
in authentic Ukrainian costumes
surrounded by snow and Ukrainian
embroidery in the background.
On January third, we sponsored
a Winter Ball and cocktail party at the Ukrainian American
Club.
In February, the Univ.
of Miami had its annual CarniGras , which is the biggest carnival held by a college in the
United States today. The Ukrainian Club of the U. of _M.
and our Hromada had a Ukrainian
booth, at which we sold Ukrainian food and gave away some literature to the thousands who
attended
March brought a fantastic folk
concert and spaghetti dinner.
The concert included songs, dances, and hilarious comedy. It
was a big success.
-

Our future plans range from
pysanka parties on April 4th
and 11th, to a Ukrainian style
picnic and sing-along at TY
Park in Hollywood on the 25th,
to an active participation in
the Bicentennial Celebration
City of Miami International
Folk Festival in May.
If you are visiting our Sunshine State, please get in
touch with us. We'd love to
meet you!
Call: Yurko-Miami-261-9763

Lauderdale563-0501
Pavlo-Miami-446-3413

Natalka-Ft

.

or write
Ukrainian Students Hromada of Florida
Ukrainian American Club
3595 NW 35th Street.,
Miami Florida,
U.S.A.
33143
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WINNIPEG STUDENT HOCKEY CLUB DEFEATS
NEWARK CHORNOrciRSKA SITCH
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Newark, N.J. (Svoboda)
The University of Manitoba Ukrainian Students' Club Hocket team "Kozaky"
defeated the Newark "Chornomorska Sitch" all-star hockey team by scores of
5-2 and 9-0 in a two-game series played
Some 1000
February 14 - 15 in Newark.
fans turned out for the two-game series
HraboRoman
captain,
Led by their
wych, who scored four goals during the
two-game series, the 'Kozaky' dominated
In the first game, 'Sitch'
both games.
managed to hold even thanks to the goTwo goals
M.Smokowsky.
of
altending
in the third period by M. Dawydowsky
ensured the game for the Canadians.
scored
In the second game, the 'Kozaky'
five goals in the second period to de-

feat 'Sitch' 9-0.
The series was the first of its kind
between Ukrainian hockey teams from Canada and the U.S.A.: members of both
teams expressed hopes that simi-lar series will be played in the future.

S

innipeg Kozaks 'WIPE
K

N

OUT

Americans
Roman Hrabowych and M. Smokowsky
were the recipients of the MVP trophies at the conclusion of the series.
The series was initiated by the 'Kozaky': Petro Melnycky, Nestor Budyk and
Myroslaw Zatwarnycky contacted 'Sitch'
last year at the beginning of the year
for the purpose of staging such a series.
Each of the Canadian students had to
pay $100. to cover travelling expenses.
The 'Kozaky' did receive the support
of several Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian
organisations, but on the whole there
was a total lack of support from the
Ukrainian Canadian national organisations despite earlier assurances.
One of the team's spokesmen stated
that there are several hundred Ukrainian Canadian hockey players, outside
of those that are already playing in
the professional ranks. However, Ukrainian Canadian sports clubs and
community organisations are indifferent to the fact, and in fact this forces young Ukrainians to play for nonUkrainian teams.
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UKRAINIAN MONTH AT
TORONTO UNIVERSITIES
(SUSK IS) Ukrainian Students' Clubs of Toronto re-

cently held Ukrainian Student Month in Toronto. Five students' clubs partiUniversity of Tocipated:
ronto (St. George campus),
Erindale College, Scarborough College, York University, and St. Vladimir
Institute.
The month opened on Ja1976-with a spinuary 24
rited ZABAVA at the UkraiFederation
National
nian
Centre in Toronto and continued with each of the
clubs choosing a week in
which to carry out activities at their- respective
campuses
The most informative event of the month was a panel and discussion on the v
question of Ukrainian studies in Canada. Prof.Danylo Struk and Mr. Myroslav
Shkandriy, both instructors of Ukrainian language
and literature at U of T,
discussed the emergence of
Ukrainian studies in Canada, their development and
plans for the' future.
Workshops on bandura
playing, pysanky making,
wood carving and Ukrainian dancing were also featured during the month, as
was a showing of traditional Ukrainian garb. Some
other activities involved
a Ukrainian student art exhibit and the screening
Df several Ukrainian films..
Throughout the month,
clubs sold Ukrainian food
at the campuses, as well as
Ukrainian books (primarily
contemporary underground
writings from Ukraine) .The
month ended with a very
successful ZABAVA at the
Ukrainian Cultural Centre.
Ukrainian Student Month
was a success because it
gave c lub membe rs the opp
ortunity to get involved
in their areas of interest,
and it introduced the general community to the activities of the Ukrainian
Students' Clubs.
,

MACMASTER CLUB HOLDS 'UKRAINIAN WINTERFEST'
The MacMaster Ukrainian
Club in conjunction with
the MacMaster Students'
Union Winter Caravan presented -UKRAINIAN V/INTERFEST" which was held Feb.
4th, 1976. Included in the
Winterfest were displays
of Ukrainian artifacts,
handicrafts and traditional dress. The hi flight of the evening was a
special floor show featuring the colourful and
lively Ukrainian dance

UKRAINIAN STUDENTS FORM CLUB
AT BRANDON UNIVERSITY

EDMONTON UKRAINIAN CLUB

ensemble "DUNAI" from st Catharines along with the
contemporary folk singing
seems thtrio "OSIN"*
at everybody (Ukrainian
and not) polka 'd away to
the lively sounds of the
Ukrainian polka band
"YASENY" which played until early morning. The event was an overwhelming
success and hopefully will
become an annual event at
MacMaster University.

^

UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA UKRAINIAN CLUB SOCCER TEAM
'TRYZUB' FIRST DIVISION CHAMPIONS

Approximately sixty students have formed the
Ukrainian Students Club
of Brandon University in
Manitoba. According to
the. president, Mr. Zatwornycky, the response from
the students and the Brandon Community has been
overwhelming.
Some of the activities
carried on by the club
include the formation of
a dance ensemble [the, only one in the community]
organising successfull
volleyball and hockey teams, and video-taping Ukrainian dancing during
the very successful, club
organized 'Malanka' dance
'STUDENT' would like to
congratulate the club on
a prosperous year and wishes it continued success
'

1
Past executive of the Edmonton Ukrainian
Club & Friends plotting their strategy
for the upcomming school year.
Clockwise from beer bottle (not the one
with the glasses, but the one on the ledge)
Lubomyr Markevych, Andriy Makuch,
Yuri Stebelsky, Yarema Kowalchuk, Irka
Scharabun, Darka Broda, Nestor Makuch
and Bohdan Romaniuk.
:
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I his is the second year of the
decentralization of the SUSK
National Executive,
and the
third year of the 'grassroots
movement'. The location of our
three key working centres
in
Toronto, Winnipeg and Edmonton
has guaranteed national representation of SUSK members, and
input from more students
into
our programs.
Last year, with the exception
of the President and Past-President, many of us were new to
SUSK.
We were not around to
watch our
in
predecessors
disadvantage of inseeming
them.
The
from
to
learn
action and
experience in the past has in fact proved worthwhile: it forced
to examine the needs and concerns of
focus on itself;
SUSK to
into assess what it has to of fer individuals
local clubs;
its
focus
of attention strictly on interstead of restricting
national issues. The resulting awareness has been our guide
Second and third generation Ukrainian Canadians
ever since.
have begun to emerge into our wings with a different variety
and affiliations. Whereas previous SUSK execuof experiences
tives were socially cohesive groups (having known each other
present members have the
from Ukrainian youth organizations)
responsibility of developing this affinity. In the past, STUDENT could be a personal and consequently more meaningful
STUDENT must take on a more formal, more
today's
communique;
Whereas old executives slowly inteinformative character.
the new executive has had to
grated prospective members,
rely on utilizing the few skills that were available. Often, when members of the old guard renew SUSK ties, they leave
discouraged and leave us discouraged, not remembering that they
had years of immaturity and inexperience. But SUSK now faces
new problems which seem to have slowed the SUSK motor and
It is important to realize
stifled its' creative potential.
must
that SUSK is made up of new students almost every year who
Until recently
be developed and catered to in many instances.
the
poexperienced,
already
we had relied exclusively on the
litically aware, the intellectually astute, those who possess
much information. But we realize that we cannot by-pass the
learning process nor the necessity for information seeking
which brought the latter group up to the level of sophistication
Reports, which to multiculturaat which it presently stands.
lism activists are 'old* reports, were often published during
The
the years when our present membership was in high school
distance between these two types of individuals must be lesif
even
occur
not
must
unfortunate misunderstandings
sened;
B. Report or
it means summarizing the contents of the B.
the Non-official Languages study 50 more times, in detail!

—

,

;

5.

SUSK

The National Executive of
the Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union (SUSK) met with
the Hon. John Munro, Minister
Responsible for MulticulturaThe meeting took place
lism.
in Ottawa on Saturday, Feb; 14,
during the Second Canadian
Conference on Multiculturalism.
Members of the SUSK Executive, led by Sheila Slobodzian,
SUSK President, expressed their
displeasure with the present
state of the programme for the
implementation of the policy
Among
of multiculturalism.
the points raised was the fact
that there is presently too
great an emphasis on the perpetuative folkloric" arts
which does not add to a substantial development of the
Also mentioned was
culture.
the fact that there have been
a sufficient number of reports
and studies which have related
directly to the programme or
have discussed it in a broader
context and that the Federal
Government has failed to implement most of the important
and farreaching recommendations of these reports.
Spokespersons for the National Executive stressed the
need for greater Federal Government commitment to the
development of linguistic
skills through the subsidisation of multilingual pro-

Our responsibility as a national executive is to coordinate
activities, research issues, provide direction and develop the
necessary skills for future leadership. The local clubs are
our strength, our activists, our purpose and our future. We
must develop the activities through which we can learn together
such as participating in annual Eastern and Western Conferences
STUDENT, lobbying in Ottawa, and speaking out on topics of
concern to us at various conferences throughout Canada. All of
these activities fulfill the needs of acquisition of various
skills and experiences. By keeping our membership sociopolitically aware of local, provincial, national and internatinal activities relating to students and the Ukrainian community
we shall remain culturally united.

Unique to this year's executive is the experience we are gainin
in different fields.
We have been represented at every meeting
between the Federal government and the Ukrainian Canadian community, as well as, at the Canadian Ethnic Studies Association
Conference and the Second Annual Congress of the Canadian Consultative Council on Multiculturalism. We have submitted brief
to various boards of education concerning the issue of Multicul
turalism in education. We have organized letter - writing campaigns in defense of Ukraine's political prisoners. We have
developed contacts with other student unions and ethno cultural
groups.
We have given you two issues of STUDENT and several
newsletters. Despite all of these achievements, academic pres
sures
lack of funds, and distances (both geographic and intel
lectual) have hindered communication between ourselves. The
few brief confrontations of these issues at our congresses have
always been much too shallow and unproductive.
,

In our political and intellectual pursuits concerning multiculturalism, we have stressed the importance of cultural "development" for the survival of the Ukrainian-Canadian community
We' as students must begin to concern ourselves with the propagation of our culture on the national level. This must become a priority of our executive.
But to this end, we must
develop a strong intellectual and financial base for new executives. We must reduce, if not eliminate, the large national
debt so that creative ideas need no longer be crushed because
of lack of funds. We must educate our membership so that we
have 100% participation at future conferences and congresses.
Many of the projects carried on during the year have come to ar
However, SUSK has applied for several summer projects,
end.
we are organizing the National Congress (which is to be held
in Toronto at Scarboro College on August 26-29)
and we are
working to help put out a few more issues of "STUDENT" and a
National Bulletin. Thereafter, some serious dialoguing, planning, the sharing of creative ideas, and constructive critici Z in g m ust take place.
;

SLOBODZI AN

Executive Meets with

grams in the public school
Among the suggessystem.
tions made to the Minister
were that a Federal-Provincial Conference of Ministers
of Education be called to
discuss the question, and
that funds be provided for
the development of textbooks
for use in bilingual programs.
The delegation again raised
the question of multilingual broadcasting on the CBC,
and questioned the Minister
regarding the planned cancellation of the multicultural

radio programme "Identities"It was stressed by the SUSK
delegation that the government
is refusing to take an active
role in the implementation of
the programme, raising questions as to the government's
commitment to the implementaThe imtion of the policy.
plementation of this programme
was compared with the government's implementation of the
old bicultural policy and the
present bilingual policy. Last
year the government spent near-

5

MUNRO

area of education. The SUSK
delegation pointed out that the
Federal government is presently
funding French language programs.
The Minister, in fact,
did little more than attempt
to relegate the responsiblity
for multilingual education to
provincial status.
It was the
contention of the SUSK delegation that since multiculturalism is a Federal policy, the
gram as offering too limited a
Federal government should thus
perspective of the various groups by others: too much emphasis provide the major impetus for
was being placed on the folklo- its implementation in various
areas.
Munro also failed to re
ric aspects of the various comspond directly to the question
munities; they were too succepof implementing multilingual
broadcasting on the CBC networks
stating only that his department
was in favour of the move.
Referring to the series of meet
ings he has held with various
minority ethno-cultural communi
ties, Munro stated that he was
surprised by the negative criti
tible to pandering by politicicism directed at his attempts to
ans; and there was a general inimplement the policy. He felt
security among these groups due
that the various communities
to the seeming instability of
should have been more construe
the policy. He also stated that
tive in their criticism and thus
there would be a further examistrengthen his position within
nation of the various questions
the Cabinet.
posed by the SUSK delegation;
The Minister and the Director of
Ms response was very vague.
Multicultural Pro grammes .Michael
On the question of providing
Andrassy, attended the SUSK
subsidies for multilingual
Conference which was
Western
education, the Minister stated
held on February 27-29 1976 in
that this was a consitutional
Calgary. (See this issue of
question, and that the Federal
STUDENT for more information.)
government had no rights in the
ly $500 million on the implementation of the bilingual programme, with another $500 million being spent on indirect
costs to the government .On the
other hand, the multicultural
programme rests on a total budget of $8 million.
The Minister stated that he saw
the present multicultural pro-
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PAPER

POSITION

ON
Position Paper presented to the 16th
National SUSK Congress in Edmonton
Alberta on August
30th, 1975
by

Original "STUDENT" Logo

LUBOMYR SZUCH

It was seven years ago under the auspices of SUSK that the first issue of
STUDENT was published.

Feeling confident and mature, as well
as perceiving the need for maintaining
close communication between Ukrainian
Canadian student organizations and individuals, SUSK published the STUDENT
in partial fulfillment of the program
that was adopted by the 9th SUSK Congress of May 11, 1968.
STUDENT was to fulfill four major
tasks
1) inform about the plans and activities of the SUSK executive;
2) inform about the work of the
various Ukrainian Clubs and their individual members;
3) criticize the shortcomings in
the social, religious, economic and political life of our community;
and generally
4) notify its readers about things
that are of interest to them as students and as Ukrainian Canadians.

Whether or not STUDENT adequately
fulfilled its tasks as a student paper
is a matter for much debate.
In this position paper, an attempt
will be made to relate the various problems that must be overcome if the further development of STUDENT as well as
of the total Ukrainian community in
North America is to be realized.

Since 1968, thirty-two issues of
STUDENT have been published. Not counting the single issue that came out in
'68, an average of five issues per year
were published. This figure might seem
meagre when compared with the English
dailies. But then STUDENT does not
have the resources to hire the people,
nor to buy the equipment that is needed
for such operations.
The few generous individuals that do
offer their time and talent to help
with the research, typing and fundraising for STUDENT are not in any position
to work full-time without financial assistance. Thus, part-time volunteers
must raise enough money (approx. $800
per issue) write articles and news events, and layout and distribute the pa
per, all in a few weeks, and still continue their studies. Besides encountering these general problems which
many papers experience, STUDENT, as a
bllrjgual paper, has the extra technical problem of having to type, edit,
and type-set in two (or even three)
languages. To add to this, STUDENT
must depend for its survival on the
work of a small number of inexperienced, busy university s tudents
,

If these were the only hurdles in
STUDENT'S path, then perhaps we would
see more issues of it being published.
By being inquisitive and critical of
the Ukrainian Canadian community, and
prone to experimenting with new concepts and ideas, STUDENT is frequently
denied both financial and moral support by certain sectors'of the UkrainIt seems that
ian Canadian community..
STUDENT should either stop criticizing
(or even discussing) certain topics,
(for example: the whole question of
Chile, and in particular the PinochetStetsko Relationship), that are not to
the liking of certain people, or else
face being black-listed, defamed and

financially cut off.

Canadian community or the question of
the self-determination of nations and
in particular Ukraine, then STUDENT
may be directed by the SUSK Congress
to support and publicize these matters

STUDENT is an independant newspaper
- independant in the sense that there
is no censorship by SUSK - all points
of
of view are welcomed on the pages
STUDENT. When I say all points of
view , I should make a few qualificaIf given articles are to be
tions.
printed in STUDENT, they must in some
way be relevant to organized Ukrainian Canadian student activities, and,
what is more important, be of a posiFretive and constructive nature.
quently, we receive articles that are
no
serve
that
diatribes
emotional
useful purpose. Articles must, in an
honest and moral manner contribute to

intellectual development
and to h/er understanding of the human activities in question.
a reader's

It is just recently that STUDENT
has attempted to establish a more diversified base for financial support.
Besides the non-Ukrainian people, STUDENT has accepted funds from people
of various political and religious
leanings that are generally not fa-

voured by the Ukrainian community.
Accepting funds from these people
however brings about the criticism
There
and the ostracism of STUDENT.
is a certain sector in the Ukrainian
hand,
Canadian community on the one
that will not tolerate political
views that are not in line with their
own, and on the other hand there is
a small sector that respects the
rights of those that differ with it,
and will support anyone that can intelligently and rationally
state
his/her position.
A misconception of the role of the
press has been developed by certain
segments of the Ukrainian community.
Whereas they see every paper as being
a mouth piece for particular partisan
views and do not allow for debate
within their own ranks, but only among contending views; STUDENT'S role
and relationship to SUSK must be clarified consistently for the benefit
of these organisations.

The prime role of STUDENT is to be
an open forum for the expression of
views of students - whether they agree or disagree with the views of
the publisher or editorial board.
The STUDENT editorial board takes
position on
all matters with which it may be involved.
As such, the editorial board
has repeatedly stressed the fact that
a democratic principled

opinions expressed in the various sig
ned articles do not necessarily represent those of the STUDENT editorial
board
STUDENT considers that it is its responsibility to allow for the freest
exchange of opinions on matters of
interest to the Ukrainian Canadian
community. The position of the editorial board has always been that
stands on given issues must in the
first instance be based on democratic
principles and in the second instance
that this position be firmly adhered
to*

STUDENT
STUDENT while being published under the auspices of the SUSK Congress,
is not an organ of the SUSK National
Executive or the SUSK Congress, although when questions of broad policy are brought up that the SUSK Congress may feel are vital for the further development of the Ukrainian
,

It is for this reason for example
that the question of Chile was raised
in STUDENT.
The main arguement of these articles consisted of pointing out tc the
community that a democratically elected government was illegally overthrown by a military coup which subsequently suppressed basic civil and
political rights. The articles criticized the relationship maintained by
some Ukrainian nationalist organizations with one of the most repressive
fascist regimes in the world, as in the
case of Chile,
continued on page 30
,

;
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UKRAINIAN/ENGLISH BILINGUAL SCHOOLS
BY SHEIIA SLOBDDZIAN
Ms. Luba Huhlewych, a grade one teacher
in the program and the president of the
Edmonton chapter of the Canadian Association of Teachers of Ukrainian
(C.A.T.U.), hopes to organize more tea
cher workshops and in-service training

By now, many people will have heard of
the Ukrainian/English bilingual schools
which are operating in Edmonton and
fulfilling the needs of young Ukrainian
students- many of whom are of mixed

marriages

Officially called the "Bilingual Proram", the programs are offered in Edmonton's public and separate schools.
Eleven teachers and almost three hundred students are involved this year.
This is almost three times the number
that enrolled in the 1972-73 program.
How successful is the program? Enough
to have parents request evening classes of the same curriculum to keep up
with their children's progress.

So far, with one exception, the tests
of basic skills have shown very favourable results in some cases above
average scores were recorded. In the
one exceptional case, socio-economic
factors attributed to a low achievement score.
If all goes well in the next year, the
program will expand to the intermediate
level: grade 4-6. A grant from the Secretary of State to produce a seven level primary reading series in the Ukrainian language will be ready for the Fall
"and this will definitely bridge some of
the missing gaps. Not only will it permit students to read at a second grade
level, but it should enhance the development of the basic skills, so necessary in "selling" the program to other

I was in Edmonton I visited one
of the participating schools. I was
delighted and impressed by the comfort
and the facility with which the Ukrainian language was being used. The
teacher very rarely spoke in English
and although the students in the ^rade
one class did speak English amongst
themselves, good clear accents and pronunciations were heard during their
conversations in Ukrainian with the
teacher. The character of the room was
most inviting: Shevchenko pictures,
embroidered picture frames, Ukrainian
country-life scenes, wood carvings,...

When

;

Presently there are classes from Kindergarten to grade two. Next year a
grade three program will be added. Each
year a strict evaluation of the program
and its successes in terms of the students' level in basic skills (reading,
language, arts and mathematics) is conducted. Results are compared to the levels of achievement of other Edmontonians at corresponding grade levels.

areas. Positive test results, availability of teaching aids and qualified
teachers will permit the program to
grow. Other provinces endorse a similar
language policy as Alberta, allowing
primary students to study all but one
hour daily in a non-English/non-French
language, and a decrease to 50% daily
at higher grade levels.

RY-PORT BUTCHER & GROCERY

'

QUEEN

•

If
the project reaches the higher
grade 4-6 level, we will see a new generation of fluently bilingual Ukrainian Canadians who "have never walked
the Steppes." Thereafter, Ukrainian
literature, like English literature
can occupy the curriculum to replace
the elementary conversational language
courses now being offered at the secondary and post-secondary levels. At any
rate, the devoted efforts of persons
like Ms. Luba Huhlewych, Dr. Manoly
Lupul (founder of the program) and of
teachers and parents must be acknowledged. We must also thank the Ukrainian Professional and Businessmen's
Association and other organizations for
their moral and financial support.*

H tlH»tlMH»tll
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sessions relating to cultural development and to bilingual education.
The main obstacle of the program is
the lack of "qualified" and certified
bilingual teachers. Each year a need
for three to four teachers must be met,
and each year they must, in fact be
more qualified to meet the program's
expansion. Another problem is the attitude of other teachers. They feel
that the Ukrainian program receives
extra privileges. There is a lower pupil-teacher ratio at some grade levels
However, a complaint about separate
assembly and recess procedure is not
valid. Press publicity from the Ukrainian community and community at large
has been attracted by the unique program. It seems these factors have created jealousy among the other teachers.
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In what is emerging as a textbook
example of how to successfully produce and promote a film with all the
odds stacked up against you, the children's featurette, "THE CHRISTMAS TREE"
produced and directed by
(YALYNKA)
GEORGE MENDELUK, has now been sold to
WALT DISNEY ENTERPRISES for world
wide educational distribution, the
first Canadian film purchased by the
,

DISNEY group in this area.
Inspired by the pastoral Ukrainian
village setting of CANUKR FILM PRODUCTIONS' recent feature, MARITCHKA
in Oshawa, MENDELUK set out three
years ago to produce this 17 minute
fantasy adapted from a traditional
Ukrainian folk tale about a boy's
mystical relationship with a magical
Christmas tree.
The story behind the Disney sale is
almost as interesting as the film
plot itself. By a bizarre twist of
fate, MENDELUK while on vacation in
Vancouver this summer, broke his hand
the day after having had his palm
read. His holidays disrupted, he decided to spend the remaining days in
Los Angeles. Strolling down the streets
of the world's film capital with "THE
CHRISTMAS TREE" under his arm, the
temptation to do some personal promotion brought MENDELUK to the Disney
studios. To MENDELUK's surprise, the
Disney people were quick to recognize
the inherent production and educational value of the film. No doubt the
film's surrealistic theme of "faith
and idealism triumphing over materialistic demands of everyday life", reflected the very basic philosophy of
WALT DISNEY himself.
,

'

U-

are , TV and film veteran MICHAEL ZENON, playing "PETRO", the father and
novice NATALIA NELIPA, playing the
daughter "OLGA". CARROL ZORO plays
"MARIA" , the mother and DAVID EVES ON
another novice, plays "IVANKO", the
film's protagonist. The props and
costumes, handled by ZIRKA RAD J, as
well as the music are authentically
Ukrainian
While still in editing, MENDELUK was
successsful in selling the film to
his first buyer, CBC-TV, and was soon
followed by UNIVERSAL EDUCATION and
VISUAL ARTS (MCA CANADA) , and RADIOCANADA, As a result, "THE CHRISTMAS
TREE" has become a regular Christmastime feature on both CBC networks.
Ultimately, MENDELUK hopes to dub "the
film in Ukrainian.
In the meantime', while working as producer for CBC-TV'S mid-afternoon public affairs show, TAKE 30, MENDELUK
has managed to complete another children's Christmas film, this time on
location in Mexico. Interestingly
enough, for narration, MENDELUK has
secured the services of none other
than veteran Hollywood actor and parttime TV coffee/Cordoba car commercial
salesman, RICARDO (MAXWELL HOUSE) MONTELBOM. More on this in the next issue

MAZURKI & DAVID EVE SON
In spite of the unprecedented international exposure this film is now
about to receive, it is ironic that
It failed to qualify br the finals
at last year's CANADIAN FILM AWARDS.
Nor did the CANADA COUNCIL feel the
film merited any support towards its
production. Undeterred, MENDELUK managed to scrape up $2000 while selling his car and going into personal
debt in the process.
Drawing from his previous contacts
in radio, tv and film work, MENDELUK
assembled a cast and crew and in three
days in January 1973, "THE CHRISTMAS
TREE" was shot. Of the five actors in
the film, three are of Ukrainian origin. The film's most prominent per»forraer, playing the role of the "old
man", is veteran Hollywood actor, MIKE
MAZURKI, who starred in over 125 motion pictures, including, "SOME LIKE
IT HOT", "DONOVAN'S REEF" and "IT'S
A MAD, MAD, MAD WORLD", as well as
countless TV episodes in ADAM 12,
BONANZA, LOVE AMERICAN STYLE ^ GUNSMOKE, MY THREE SONS, MANNIX, LAUGH
Dl and SONNY & CHER, just to name a
few. The other two Ukrainian actors

DOCTOR DAVID SUZUKI
Recently, two CBC programs received
the 1975 Bell Northern Awards for
their science programming. One of
these was the long-time favourite
science TV program "THE NATURE OF
THINGS", the other "QUIRKS AND
QUARKS", the Wednesday night science
enquiry program hosted by Canada's

public science comprehensivist
DR. DAVID SUZUKI. As a result, QUIRKS
AND QUARKS producer, IVAN FECAN,
formerly of CBC Radio's IDENTITIES
has been offered a generous contract
renewal. It's not surprising, considering the incredible volume of favourable reaction to the probing controversial issues raised in these programs.
At last report, IVAN had not yet decided whether to stay on with the program
or explore other programming prospects.

From Montreal, the centre of the Ukrainian "folkarock recording Industry in
Canada, comes yet another recording
breakthrough, the release of "ZORIA"
the long-awaited first LP by singer
LUBA KOWALCHUK. Already a collector's
item, most observers and critics are
unanimous in their praise, calling
ZORIA, "the best Ukrainian folkarock
LP ever recorded in Canada."
Combining a rich mix of traditional and
contemporary funky arrangements , this
effort clearly demonstrates a distinctive departure from the established
SYNY STEPIV, RUSHNYTCHOK and KOBZA
sound.
Definately a superior extension
of anything previously recorded, including the highly-rated IVANKU album
by IRENA BYSKUP. At least three of the
cuts , by their lyrical and contemporary
musical quality if recorded In English
could easily surface as Top 30 material.
While the musical arrangements by former SYNY STEPIV member JAROSLAV GUDZI0
are somewhat impressive, the strength
of the album clearly revolves around
the everimproving vocal presence of
LUBA KOWALCHUK. Some have gone as far
as to compare her style to that of a
young MIREILLE MATTHIEU, JOAN BAEZ or
even NANA MOUSKOURI.
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Acting somewhat like a modern-day Robin Hood at Christmas-time, bearing
gifts for the underprivileged the
Canadian Radio-Television Commission
this past December 16 released the
long-awaited cable policy statements
on the community channel
In summary
the Commission has fully endorsed the
proposed cable policy positions it
presented a year ago.
In these proposed cable policy statements the Commission presented a
series of policy statements designed
to improve the quality of community
programming by encouraging more public access and involvement in the
community channel. The most controversial aspect of this proposed policy
was the proposal that 10% of the cable
caster's gross subscriber revenue be
committed to the support of the community channel, as opposed to the
current national average of 2-3%.
In response, most cablecasters
were quick to express their vehement
opposition to such a move. Not surprising, considering that large urban cable campanies are known to_ gross
annual profits between five to ten
million dollars
Despite fears that the CRTC mandarins would crumble under pressure
from big cable business lobbyists
(the powerful Canadian Cable Televithe CRTC has stuck
sion Association)
to its guns on this with only minor
modifications. On this subject the
CRTC states,'
.

,

,

'

"Although the Commission has decided not to adopt for uniform application the 10% gross subscriber
revenue formula, it considers this
a useful standard of expenditure
for cormtunity prc^amming. While
some of this airount will be required for facilities or hardware in
connection with the channel, the
Commission will expect the major
portion to be spent on the variable
cost of producing community programs

the question of public access to the
community channel, the Commission has
maintained its proposed position, that,

'On

"The cablecaster will be expected
to:
- Provide opportunities for expres-

sion by the various ethnic communities within their licensed area.
- Search out and give opportunity
for expression to individuals
and groups with communities of
interest.

9

- Locate production origination

facilities at places within their
licensed area easily accessible
by such individuals and groups."
In addition, the CRTC recognizes that
the process of participation is complex and is not likely to be effective
unless licensees take the initiative
to publicize the availability of their
facilities, assist groups and individuals with training programs and assist in defraying "nut of pocket." expenses such as those for materials
and transportation.
,

What this means of course is that the
cablecaster is now bound to provide
free programming time to any individual or groups and if requested, must
supply assistance and resources for
the production of programs.
On the important question of bicycled
or syndicated network programs, many
groups producing these as in the case
of Toronto"s children-oriented Ukrainian language instruction group,
TITKA-KVITKA were concerned about the
Commission's intention to restrict
the bicycling of locally produced programs to other cable outlets.
Responding to these concerns, the Commission has now modified its proposal
,

TITKA KVITKA CREW IN 1973
With reference to the program production process, the Commission has ruled
that
"Cable television licencees will
be expected, within the limitations
of their individual circumstances to,
- Encourage individuals and groups
to present program ideas, produce
their own proposals with the help
of the licencee's staff and submit video tapes.
- Provide facilities and staff for
the training of individuals and
groups in the community in the
effective and responsible use
of program production equipment
and make such equipment available
for use by them at easily accessible places within the licensed

"The Commission is prepared to
allow licensees to carry conttunity programs directly relevant
to the community from other
licensees on their coirmunity
channel.

The prospects of creating a Toronto
/Winnipeg/ Edmonton-based network
cable TV programming geared towards
simultaneously, informing, stimulating
and activating the various Ukrainian
communities across the board, are now
closer to reality than ever before.

area.
In an effort to upgrade and diversify
the excellent 3 hours daily Ukrainian
radio programming on Winnipeg's multilingual/cultural radio station, CKJS,
hosts BOHDAN ZAITSEV and ROMAN ONUFRIYCHUK are now presenting a weekly half

CKJS HOST BOHDAN ZAITSEV
While the similarities are debatable,
the feeling here is that LUBA is slowly
surfacing with her own unique minstrel
type of vocal virtuosity, and at the
youthful age of merely 17, one can only
wonder what lofty heights she is destined for.
Produced by Montreal's talent promoter
BOHDAN TYMYC, the album which has already sold out the initial pressing,
is somewhat innovative with the fine
crisp 8-track studio recording quality,
live audience simulation and the surprising introduction of the trembita
in the prelude. Hearing the trembita,
If the
one is left with this thought.
ultimate goal is to develop a truly
distinctive progressive Ukrainian sound
be it for the Ukrainian or English markets, then the next challenge clearly
lies in the tasteful fusion of the bandura, tsymbaly, lyra, sopilka and drymba into that sound.

hour children-oriented montage Wednesday nights along with an in-depth public affairs program Friday nights.
From our correspondents in Prince Albert and Yorkton, Saskatchewan, comes
word that the local 'zemliaky' have
taken a fancy to hearing LUBA K0WALCHUK and VERIOVKA alongside MICKEY and
BUNNY.
If seems that BOHDAN ZAITSEV'S
multifaceted Winnipeg-based program is
currently being aired on local radio
stations there. This leaves prairie
listeners with an interesting choice
between turning to BOHDAN or to the
inimitable veteran, the fast-talking
"WOLFMAN JACK" of the kolomeyka boss
jocks, DAN CHOMLAK. Personally, I find
both equally entertaining, and any
move to have these two programs syndicated across Canada would be a welcome
change from the mediocre Ukrainian
radio programming we've been subjected
to here in Ontario and Quebec.

This past summer, visitors to both
Edmonton's renown Ukrainian culinarycultural hotspot, TROYANDA RESTAURANT
and the KIEV PAVILION at Winnipeg's
week-long multicultural extravaganza,

TRIO TYRSA
F0LKL0RAMA, were treated to some of
sithe finest vocal arrangements this
de of the DNIPRO, as presented by the
East of
female vocal trio, TYRSA.
Winnipeg TYRSA may not yet be a household word, but they're certainly prominent in Winnipeg where the three
young vocalists, IRYNA WELHASCH and
the BILASH sisters, DARIA and LUBA,
have been singing together since the
It
days of skateboards and yo-yo's.
appears now that TYRSA will be extending their talent and charm to
Toronto at the SUSK NATIONAL CONFERENCE in late August. Definitely
something to look forward to.
While choosing at this time to maintain a relatively low profile, the
group is not opposed to recording

MEDIAGRAMS Continued on PAGE 11.
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CBC'TV

LEGALIZED ANGLO /FRENCH CHAUVINISM!

of Multilingual Broadcasting in a
"We will urge for the iinplementation
via CRTC legislation."
'regional context where there is a demand,

,

I

-HON. JOHN MONRO, Minister Responsible
For Multiculuralism. Banquet speech
at the Second Canadian Conference on
Multiculturalism, Feb. 14, 19 76, Ottawa.

provide an extension of the two
"The primary mandate of the CBC is to
sectors of the country
'official language broadcasting services to all
be given to establishwill
consideration
No
arises.
demand
the
where
(be it only on a regional, nonservice
broadcasting
multilingual
ing
mandate is fullfilled - an
primetime basis) until such time as this
estimated five to eight years."
-PIERRE CHARBONNEAU, CBC Planning Department Executive, Feb. 24, 1976.

I

A potentially explosive political
situation is presently brewing in
Ottawa in the wake of these conflicting
positions expressed by the two principal parties involved in the Interdepartmental Task Force studying
"the formula for implementation of
multilingual broadcasting on the CBC
This Task Force was set up more than
two years ago in response to recommendations by the House of Commons Standing Committee on Broadcasting, Film
and Assistance to the Arts, calling
for such a study to be composed of
representatives from the Federal
Multicultural Program, the CBC, the
Canadian Radio-Television Commission
nd the Secretary of State.
.

To add insult to injury Toronto-based
Anglo-Saxon perceptions of this
'regionally diverse' country are
shoved down our throats daily. It's
no wonder that a group of 100 British
Columbia broadcasters politicians,
journalists, academics and activists,
known as the 'COMMITTEE OF 100' is
working towards a total decentralization of what they view as being
the 'TORONTO BROADCASTING CORPORATION
In addition to this, the CBC has
clearly side-stepped the central question before the TASK FORCE. The issue at hand is not one of whether
multilingual broadcasting should be
implemented and if so" at what lower
level of priority, but rather what
formula can be developed for the implementation of third language
broadcasting on public airwaves.
This recommendation to the TASK
FORCE was based on the unanimous
conclusion by the BROADCASTING STANDING COMMITTEE that multilingual
broadcasting should be fully endorsed
in a way that would not dimminish
the status of the two official languages of Canada.
Furthermore, the role of the other
Task Force members is yet to be fully
understood. The CRTC Representative,
Planning executive, MICHAEL SHOEMAKER,
claims that he has yet to receive a
copy of the long-awaited CBC report,
also he claims not understanding why
the report was first forwarded to CBC
President ALBERT JOHNSON and Secretary
of State HUGH FAULKNER before being
Apcirculated to Task Force members.
parently the same situation applies

"position paper" on multilingual
According to the CBC
broadcasting.
representative, PIERRE CHARBONNEAU,
reffering to the contents of the paper,
the CBC, in its final recommendations
to the Task Force, will reiterate
multiits long-standing position that
lingual broadcasting, as an experimental concept must take a back seat to
CBC's mandate of providing broadcasting coverage in both official languages
part
to all sectors of the country, as
of CBC's Accelerated Coverage Plan.
This plan, formulated in 1973 between
the CRTC, CBC and Parliament, was
designed to ensure second -language
broadcasting service to any Community
with a population of over 500 anglophones or francophone viewers.

'.

|

j

At a cost of over $150 million annually, it is estimated that 5 to 8 years

will be needed to complete the plan.
This estimated delay in giving any
consideration to multilingual broadcasting may now be delayed even longer
in view of recent developments in
Vancouver and Chicoutimi, P.Q. When
Radio-Canada (French CBC-TV Network)
applied to the CRTC for authority to
estabish Franch language TV on the
West coast to the 17,000 francophone
viewers in the Vancouver - Victoria
region, over 180,000 (presumably
anglophone) viewers signed petitions
and hundred more sent interventions
to the CRTC voicing their opposition
This unprecedented
to such a move.
massive (and violent) opposition
Public
Vancouver
delayed the
Hearing and will undoubtedly delay
indefinately any ruling on RadioIn Chicoutimi,
Canada's application.
where CBC-TV has applied for extension of its Montreal English TV
Service to the 3,000 Anglophone viewers in that area, a similar reaction
surfaced from the Francophone communi'

PIERRE CHARBONNEAU
In what appears to be the latest

official Multicultural Program
position on multilingual broadcasting,
the minister responsible for the
program, the HON. JOHN MUNRO , last
month endorsed in prinicple the
concept of third language broadcasting
Speaking at the Second
on the CBC.
Candian Conference on Multiculturalism
the Minister stated that he sees
multilingual broadcasting as playing
a vital role in the Government's
Multicultural policy shift from
"promoting folkloric activities" to
"breaking down cultural barriers for
full participation in Candian society"
and "promoting interaction amongst all
Canadian cultural groups in the interest of national unity". At the
same time the Minister will also urge
the CBC to put more emphasis within
their already allocated budget resources to multicultural programming
A year ago the Interdepartmental Task
Force members requested that CBC
submit a multilingual broadcasting
feasibility study to assist in the
development of a workable formula.
After a year of unjustifiable delay,
during which time the Task proceedings
were held up, the CBC has finally
presented what appears to be its
.

ty.

L0FTUS, rethe Task Force Chaiman DES
presenting the Secretary of State. The
Multicultural Program representative
refused
MICHAEL ANDRASSY categorically
referto comment on the CBC report,
the buck)
ring our questions (passing
While this
back to Chairman LOFT US
attitude
type of secretive arrogant
counterproductive!
can only be viewed as
sincere efto JOHN MUNRO' S seemingly
forts at clarifying certain Multicultural policy misinterpretations, one
must admire Mr. ANDRASSY' S honesty in
recognizing his own limitations when he
states, "But I'm only a bureaucrat'."
amidst the light-lipped secrecy, one is
left with many unanswered questions.
Was JOHN MUNRO aware of the contents of I
the CBC position paper at the time of
his Multicultural Conference speech?
Why have Des Loftus and MICHAEL SHOEMAKER been left in the dark? When can
we expect the final Task Force recommendations to be presented and will
these receive public disclosure? Nor
is it clear which party will have the
authority to rule on whether these recommendations should be fully or partially endorsed, rejected or shelved
In view of the fact
for posterity.
that Secretary of State Minister HUGH
FAULKNER endorsed the Broadcasting,
.

I

In an age of exhorbitant government
overspending, the misdirected sense
of priorities of the Government and
On the
the CBC are clearly evident.
one hand hundreds of millions of taxpayers dollars are spent in providing

second-language programming to marginal populations, while on the other
hand the linguistic and cultural
viewing needs of 1\ million ethnocultural taxpyers who annually dish
out $75 million to the CBC, are being
blatantly ignored. No one has yet
been able to demonstrate that the integration of multilingual broadcasting (on the level of network programming) into regular CBC programming,
cannot be operational ized within already allocated resources.
,

I

j
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Standing Committee recommendations call
ing for a Task Force to come up with
ome working formula, does this also
mean that he holds the authority to rule
on the formula recommendations?
While the CRTC possesses the legai mandate to provide general programming
guidelines to the CBC, as in the case
f a Canadian content quota, it is rathr doubtful that the Commission would
at this time impose any form of third
language content directive on the
Corporation, preferring instead to reer the matter to a higher authority.
The entire issue could be easily reolved tomorrow if the CBC voluntarily integrated third language broadasting into its programming. The
question here is whether the new CBC
President ALBERT JOHNSON will once
again confirm CBC's legendary incapaity to portray this country as it
really is or will the Saskatchewan
dig back into his "prairie boy summer"
memories of many native ethnocultural
groups working side by side in developing this country. Highly improWhen you've been appointed by
able.
les boys dans le Cabinet", after having worked all these years the Number
Two Mandarin, au Parlement MARC LALONDE, it would be too much to expect,
n'est-ce pas, M. JOHNSON?
While recognizing that there is nothing in the Broadcasting Act prohibiting the use of third language broadcasting the CBC Board of Directors has
arbitrarily ruled that they have no
In view of the
obligation to do so.
highly controversial nature of this
issue one would expect that ultimately
Cabinet would be called in to rule on
Obviously, nothing,
the subject.
short of a forceful order in Council
or directive, amending the Broadcasting Act will ensure a reversal in
CBC's dictatorial policy.
Quite clearly the onus lies with JOHN
At last month's Second ConferMUNRO.
ence on Multiculturalism, one of the
guest panelists, journalist-broadcaster DOUGLAS FISHER expressed the belief
that ethnocultural groups in Canada
are faced with a token ministry headed
by a weak Minister. Twenty-four hours
later, JOHN MUNRO was forcefully endorsing multicultural and multilingual
broadcasting as a practical extension
of the Government's shift in emphasis
of the Multicultural Policy.
The manner in which JOHN MUNRO is capable of generating support for concrete legislation, will not only test
the sincerity of his promises but as
well refute Mr. Fisher's views.
At the same time, on the basis of John
Munro's assurances, ethnocultural
groups in Canada must collectively initiate a massive campaign geared at
sensitizing their elected representatives and the mass media to the im*
portance of thi s issue.
,

MEDIAGRAMS Continued from PAGE 9.
prospects providing that knowledgeable musical, managerial and promotional expertise can be secured, A wise
move
considering^ how it is widely
recognized that poor management was
highly instrumental in the marketing
problems encountered by other female
vocal groups, namely Montreal's VODOHRAY and_the now defunct Montreal-based MRIYA andjroronto's TRIO TROYANDA.
Meanwhile," another Toronto-based vocal
TRIO KALYNA, appears once again headed
for the recording studio this time
under the expert production of veteran film and recording promoter, LEONID OLEKSIUK. This second LP, scheduled for release in late May, will
feature an up tempo mix Qf traditional
and original compositions orchestrated
by arranger composer ZENON LAWRYSHYN
and instrumentalist/arranger ANDRIJ
DUD ASH.
In~~re fleeting the new image, the trio
is searching for a new name, since
they will no longer be known as "KALYNA", as a result of their legal
secession from the UKRAINIAN NATIONAL
FEDERATION (UNO)
Any Ukrainian composers, songwriters,
lyricists and poets with original material looking for recording possibilities can contact LEONID OLEKSIUK
at ORIANA RECORDS, P.O. BOX 217
As wel3
STATION M. TORONTO, M6S 4T3.
any Ukrainian performers and artists
interested in participating in a festival to be held in Montreal this summer in conjunction with the Olympics,
,

,

,

should contact BOHDAN TYMYC at:

Box 125 Station St. Michel,

1

MDNTTEAL, Quebec,
H2E 3L9

Bom

5 years ago out of political tokenism, CBC RADIO'S multicultural pro
gramme IDENTITIES (Monday 8:30-10 PM)
appears to be once more the centre of
controversy following disclosures
that the programme was allegedly
being scrapped.
News of the impending cancellation
came recently at the Second Conference
on Multiculturalism in Ottawa, where
senior CBC broadcaster-actor WARREN
DAVIS confronted JOHN MUNRO with reports of the Minister's alleged complicity with CBC-management in this
affair.

.

'
,
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Meanwhile, the rumor was given more
credibility when it was learned that
long-time IDENTITIES producer RICHARD
OSSICKI was unceremoniously given his
walking papers, just 24 hours prior to
these disclosures. Of course everyone
connected with the program, including
CBC Radio Program Director MARGARET
LYONS claim that OSSICKI resigned of
his own accord. While rejecting rumours of the cancellation, the Program
Director did emphasize that every program on CBC Radio is periodically subject to review and may at any given
It is deplorable
moment be cancelled.
enough that CBC-TV, despite assurances
yet considenot
to the contrary, has
red attempting an IDENTITIES-style
format on TV. Now it appears that
we're about to lose the only multicultural based program on Radio.
To make matters even worse, the program content and the critical editing
decisions are now in the hands of the
new executive producer BOB CAMPBELL,
who by virtue of hie ethnicity (?)
can be hardly be expected to even besubtleties of
gin understanding the
minority groups socio/cultural
political and spiritual aspirations.
of all the
One shudders at the thought
edipriceless material lying on the

ting room floor. •

For a complete Catalog of
dissident writings from Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union write to:

CATARACT PR€SS
'A',
Postal Station
1186,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5W1G6

Box

-.

-

..

25

John Munro at a meeting of the
Canadian Consultative Council on Multiculturalism (CCCM).

^^^^^^^

11

The Minister was quick to reject these
reports as "utterly nonsensical and
untrue". When he was informed that
the story came from Canadian Consultative Council on Multiculturalism
Chairman JULIUS KOTELES, John Munro
promised to look into the whole affair,
(including no doubt the loose tongue
of Mr. Koteles.)
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The first Ukrainian dissident (excepting Cardinal
Slipyi) has been released to the West. After undergoing
2% years in a Soviet psychiatric hospital, Leonid Plyushch
remains committed to the struggle for the democratization
of Soviet society, for a free Ukraine, and for a socialism
with a 'human face'. These are the very beliefs which led
the Soviet KGB to diagnose Plyushch as a sick person who
is suffering from "schizophrenia with messianic tendencies"
and "socially dangerous psychic deviations from the norm".
The release of Plyushch represents a victory for the
defense efforts in the West to secure freedom for political prisoners. Among the major lessons to be learned from
the release of Plyushch is that a strong campaign, including the mobilization of wide trade union, intellectual,
student and left-wing support can aid in securing the
release of political prisoners.
Plyushch's release, his defense of the national rights
of Ukrainians, and his call for an independent socialist
Ukraine have received widespread coverage in the international press. By associating himself with Marxists in
the West, Plyushch has broadened the struggle for Ukraine's
national rights. He has managed to win to the side of the
Ukrainian national struggle large segments of the European
socialist public who were traditionally hostile to anything

Ukrainian

PLYUSHCH DEFENSE CAMPAIGN

PLYUSHCH
LEONID
Freed From PSYKHUSHKA

In the next issue of "STUDENT" f
A
an
in-depth report of the
PLYUSHCH TOUR in Canada and the T
ti United States.

J

LEONID PLYUSHCH'S STATEMENT AT A PRESS CONFERENCE
TORONTO ON APRIL 5th 1976
Leonid Plyushch was
The highlight of the campaign was a
rrested in Kiev in 1972
mass rally on October 23rd in Paris
mainly for signing an
which was organized as "a united
Please convey my gratitude to all those who fought for
appeal to the United
action of the Left to free Plyushch"
my release: the Ukrainian community, mathematicians,
ations in defense of
Five
(Le Monde, Dec. 25, 1975).
lawyers and psychiatrists, and Amnesty International.
human rights in the USSR
thousand people v attended this mass
I am sincerely grateful to those Ukrainians who aided
and for protesting the
The meeting drew broad
meeting.
my family throughout all these difficult years.
mass arrests which occurthe
League
including
sponsorship,
I was released only because the international community
ed that year. He was
for the Rights of Man, the National
spoke out on my behalf. For this reason I appeal to you
confined to a psychiatric
Education Federation (France's lartoday to continue the struggle to release people who
ospital and was detained
gest teacher's union), Amnesty Inbecame political prisoners because of their defence of
there until his recent
termational, the Democratic Confehuman rights. Thousands of people are in the labour
release
deration of Labour, as well as secamps of Mordovia and in prisons and insane asylums.
Numerous appeals emanaveral other organizations and proThey are being punished for demanding the realization
ing from Soviet dissidents minent individuals.
Virtually all
of political, religious, national, and social rights
on behalf of Plyushch have
the organizations of the left (exand the observance of the Universal declaration of
reached the West. Notable
cept for the Communist Party) , trade
Human Rights and the Helsinki Agreement.
among these was the collec- unions, and political parties sent
At this moment as I am speaking to you Andrei Tverdotion of documents about
representatives to -speak at the ralkhlebov - a phisicist and secretary of the Soviet brathe case of Plyushch, ediiy.
nch of Amnesty International - is being tried in Moscow.
ed by Tetyana Khodorovych, Andrei Sakharov, the prominent SoHe will be sentenced for speaking out in defense of pomember of the Initiative
viet dissident, sent a recorded meslitical prisoners of conscience, under dictatorial reGroup for the Defense of
sage to the meeting, expressing his
gimes In the West and the East.
Human Rights in the USSR.
solidarity with Plyushch. Many teappeal to trade unions, lawyers, and all people for
These appeals were fruitful. legrams of support were read: nowhom the question of conscience is not an abstraction
For over a year prior
table among these was the telegram
to help Tverdokhlebov. If people are being put on trial
Plyushch's release, a
sent by Lombardo Radice, mathemafor their conscience, then it can be truly said that the
group of left-wing mathetician and member of the Central
world is in a terrible state. If we remain silent today
maticians, led by Laurent
Committee of the Italian Communist
then tomorrow evil will triumph - an evil the world has
chwartz and others, orgaParty.
never seen. I ask trade unions, lawyers, and scientists
nized themselves into the
The mass rally marked the first
to send immediately telegrams of protest to the Soviet
International Committee
time that the case of a Soviet
government, demanding that this persecution of Andrei
of Mathematicians in De(let alone a Ukrainian) poli
Tverdokhlebov be stopped. Today his fate is in your
fense of Leonid Plyushch".
With the help of other grohands
The mass rally marked the first time
ups, (among them a UkraiI ask all Canadians with a conscience to join in the
that the case of a Soviet (let alone
nian youth group in France)
struggle in defense of political prisoners. People in
a Ukrainian) political prisoner was
this Committee circulated
the Soviet Union regard Canada as a democratic country
the subject of a broad united action
petition (which received
in which various ethnic groups are free to develop
of liberal and left sectors.
This
widespread international
their culture and as a country which can play a progresfact alone made the meeting an imporsupport and publicity) , orsive role in international relations and in the struggle
tant event.
Even more important,
ganized public meetings,
for human rights throughout the world.
perhaps, was the attack of the parand in general worked to
I am here today because I want to testify about perseticipa
groups on the Communist
ensure that Plyushch's name
cution of people for having convictions and for speakParty for its failure to participate
and the cause he defended
ing the truth
in the rally.
became known to the French
only confirm in the most
Faced with this critipublic
Plyushch is not indiffecism from the French left,
forthright manner our total
It is important to note
rent to us and we have
the CP was quick to respond
disapproval and demand that
that this campaign rested
tried for a long time
to
he
this public criticism.
be freed as rapidly as
on two basic tenets: one
to obtain news on this
In a front-page editorial
possible."
was the principle of human
subject", the editorial
in its press organ,
rights and the other was
stated. "If it is trueGeorge Marchais, the
L'Humanite , the editor,
presenting the views of
and unhappily until now
general secretary of the
Rene Andrieu, made an
Plyushch on the development
there has been no proof
French
CP, echoed those
attack on the Soviet reof a socialist democracy in
to the contrary - that
sentiments when speaking
the USSR. These tenets
gime in a strongly worrethe mathematician is interto journalists on October 25
ded criticism of the
ceived support from leftned in a psychiatric hoshe indicated that he would
internment of. Plyushch
wing intellectuals, trade
pital because he has taken
be telephoning the Kremlin
and demanded that he be
unions, socialist organizaa stance against some aspect
on Plyushch's behalf
released immediately.
tions, and the broad liberof Soviet policy, or against
"The case of Leonid
al sector of France.
the regime itself, we can
.
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LEONID PLYUSHCH

&

THE FRENCH & BRITISH CP's

-

its failure to deal with the
question of the Soviet
on's treatment of dissenters.
The CP. could not remain
silent on the question without loosing face.
Initial
CP. responses pointed out
fact
the
that they were not
invited to attend the mass
[rally in defense of Plyushch
(they were) , and that "rightwing elements" were participating in the campaign.
(This is a direct reference
to "The Young Friends of
Ukraine in France", which is
made up of a group of Ukrainian students, most qf
whom are of left-wing or libertal views. This group
was very prominent in the
organization of the actions
in defense of Plyushch.)
But the real cause of the
position of the CP. results
from the present political
situation in France. Despite an electoral agreement
and even a common programme,
relationships between the
Socialist and Communist parties have become strained.
Both parties are struggling
for control over the broad
left. While the Socialist
Party is organizationally
smaller and weaker than the
CP., it has surpassed the
CP. in terms of electoral
support.
:

The day after the Congress
The Morning Star carried a
report of the recent Amnesty
International Report on
"Prisoners of Conscience in
The news-:
the CS.S.R.".
paper quoted various passages from the Amnesty report showing the abuse of
psychiatry in the Soviet
Union, mentioning also the
account of the case of Leonid Plyushch, "the dissident
Ukrainian mathematician
whose release from a psychiatric hospital was pub-

The 34th Congiess of the
British Communist Party in
November, 1975 showed that
during the last year, membership in the CP. was
down, sales of their newspaper ( The Morning Star )
were also down, and membership dues were down 53%
from previous years.
Some of the Party's current
problems can be attributed
to the con t inuo us emb ar as sment by the Kremlin's handling of its dissenters.
Therefore, the British Com-

.

The information for this article was taken from the volume
j one, number 2 issue of

,

.

munist Party decisively declared its independence of
At the 34th
the Kremlin.
Congress, an executive resolution stated that: "Socialism must provide for the
expression and publication
of dissenting views, and
that political dissent and
the combatting of antiMarxist ideas should be handled by political debate and
not by administrative measures". This resolution
was adopted but not without
opposition from a number of
Party branches.

lically called for last
month by the French Communist Party"
Georges Marchais the
French Communist Party leader, opened his party's
22nd Congress on the Soviet
Union for "unjust and unjustifiable" acts of repression against Soviet citizens
During the campaign in defense of Plyushch conducted by
the broad left and by the
International Committee, the
French Communist Party was
repeatedly criticized for
,

.

that "certain occurances
that took place in the Soviet Union" were the reason for his criticism.
"It is natural", he continued, "that we express our
disagreement with repressive measures that infringe
on freedom of opinion, expression, or creativity
wherever they occur. We
cannot accept in effect
that the Communist ideal,
whose object is the happiness of man and for which
we ask workers to fight,
should be stained by unjust
and unjustifiable acts.
Such acts are in no way an
obligatory consequence of
socialism.
Marchais, of course, was
referring here to the case
of Leonid Plyushch.
Plyushch had given his first
public interview to the
world press the day before
the French Party Congress
Forced by the imopened.
pact of this press conference and by the previous
actions organized by the
broad left in defense of
Plyushch, Marchais had to
Even
confront the issue.
L'Humanite, the French CP.
11

In order to expand its electoral base, the French CP.
has to appeal to the Gaul-

list-French nationalist
elements
This element
which has been traditionally
suspicious of the CP. (for
its links with the Soviet
cannot and will not
Union)
support the CP. unless it
is given visible indications
of the French CP.'s independence.
Marchais told the Congress
delegates and observers
.

,

newspaper, published an ac
curate account of Plyushch's
indictment of Kremlin's
crimes against dissidents.
Y. Harun

STUDENT" PRESS FUND
"STUDENT" depends cm the
support of its readership in order to continue publishing regularly. Due to rising
costs, we are having
increasing difficulty to

do so.
Please help us publish
regularly by supporting
the "STUDENT" PRESS
Please make your
FUND.
contributions payable to
"STUDENT".
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WESTERN
Oksana Suchowersky

CONFERENCE

.

The University of Calgary
was the site of the Annual
SUSK Western Conference held
from Feb. 27-29, and was
sponsored by the Ukrainian
Students' Association of
Calgary. The theme of the
Conference was "Multiculturalism^in Education" and
special attention was paid
to the role and future of
Canada's non-official languages within the present
multicultural policy;
Sheila Slobodzian (SUSK National president) and Marijka Hurko (.Ottawa local
president) opened the Conference with a sharp criticism of the government's
implementation of the multicultural policy. Luba Huhlewychj a teacher at the
Ukrainian. -English bilingual
school in Edmonton, spoke'of
the financial and organizational problems faced by
She pointed
the school.
out that the government's
lack of support for bilingua ^ non-official language
schools placed heavy burdens
on the. teachers
These/
topics served as the basis
for further discussion on
Saturday.
On the Saturday morning session, representatives from
local Saturday schools
spoke °f the virtues and
purposes (ie. maintenance
of language) of their scho~~
ols. They outlined their
problems and successes as
well as their future plans
to make the schools more
effective. Speakers included Mr. D. Pan, of the
Chinese Saturday school;
Mr. Keope , of the German
Saturday school; Ms. L.
Huhlewych, of the Ukrainian
English school in Edmonton;
and Mr . AT Langstratt , of
the Calgary Board of Education, Continuing Education
Department
Saturday afternoon's session
dealt with the topic of multicultural programs which
are presently made available
bv various governments in
Western Canada. Mr. Mike
Andrassy represented the
federal Secretary of State's
Department of Multiculturalism; Mr. Walter Lazaruk,

,

.

.

,

When asked how Ukrainians
were to maintain their heritage where^nlike the Italian
Canadian and Portuguese Canadians, ett. , they had no
immigration to add to their
own Canadian population, Mr.
Munro had only a vague reply.
He also stated that at the
next federal-provincial constitutional conference, he
would take a stand in support of a clause within both
the federal and provincial
jurisdictions on the maintenance and preservation of
the non,-official languages
and all the cultures of Canada.
Also present at the session,
though not speaking, were
Dr. Ronald Con, Federal Secretary of State; Dr. Manoly Lupul, director of the
Ukrainian Institute in Edmonton; Dr. Howard Palmer,
professor of history at the
University of Calgary.
.

,

'

.

of the Alberta Department
of Education; Mrs. Catherine:
Martini, Calgary Board of
Education school trustee;
-Mr. Orest Kruhlak, director
of the Cultural Heritage
Board of Alberta; and Mr.
Eugene Euswyshyn, represented the Manitoba Department
of Education.
Mr. Andrassy
refrained from making many
comments on the federal
multicultural program, admitting that it was currently under review, although
he did answer questions
after his presentation.
Mrs. "Martini pointed out
that the Calgary Public
School Board already offers
courses in French, German,
'
and Spanish, and if enbugff
students were willing to
transfer to another school,
in Ukrainian
a" course
would also be offered. According to the representatives from the Alberta and
Manitoba departments of
education, these two provinces share basic ideals
on multiculturalism although the Alberta Cultural
Heritage Fund offers f inan-

!

cial assistance to ethnic
schools which teach apart
from the regular school
system.
Sunday sessions included a
resume of the various Ukrainian youth groups in Alberta and their positions within the Ukrainian Canadian
Community, presented by the
members of the groups. At
2:00 P.M. , the Honourable
federal Minister
John Munro
responsible for Multiculturalism, appeared for a discussion of the federal multicultural policy. While
he admitted that the rnulti^culturalism policy was being
reviewed and was in a rather
uncertain position, he also
conceded that the program
lacked the desired support
from the multiethnic community in Canada. Mr. Mun,

ro stated that the government preferred to see the
various ethno cultural groups work on a group basis
and develop their cultures
together, rather than seclufrom other
ding themselves
groups and living within
their own ethnic society.

Basically the conference was
a successful event, from
the point of view of the
Ukrainian Club in Calgary.
Approximately 70 people
attended the Friday sessior
Most delegates agreed that
the 12th Annual SUSK Western Conference was the best
to this date.

The Ukrainian Students'
Association would like to
take this opportunity to
thank John Andruschak,
Conference Co-ordinator,
Roxalianna Kosak, Assistant
Co-ordinator and Irene
Kuszka, Conference Scribe,
for all their work and time
spent to make this conference a success.
It must
be noted that these people
organized a major conference
though they had no previous
experience and littleadvice
We would
to guide them.
also like to express our
thanks to the University
of Calgary and the Students'
Union, the groups who donated moral and financial'
assistance, the speakers
and delegates who attended,
and our own club members,
who took a vast amount of
interest in our major
functions of the year.

:
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The initial objectives of the 16th
National Congress-Perspective '75
were to
1. Attempt to unite Eastern and Western Canadian University students in
order to communicate their views and
problems as encountered in their respective communities.
2. Eliminate the communication gap
between students at Western and Eastern, Canadian universities.
3. Discuss current research projects
on multiculturalism including community development, club development and
contacts with non-Ukrainian organizations

.

4. Define the role of SUSK in today's
modern community life and to look at

our input into the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee on both the local and national levels.
5. Create necessary changes in our
present constitution and organization
6. Analyse the effectiveness of
SUSK's newspaper Student,,
7 e Endeavor to bring recently graduated SUSK members back into contact

with SUSK by asking them to
guest speakers, and to serv
source personnel at the clu
8. Attempt to associate po
younger students with SUSK
incorporate their needs int
organization.
The sixteenth SUSK Congre
tended by 125 delegates rep
27 Ukrainian Students Clubs
Canada. Also in attendance
legates from various Ukrain
iz at ions such as PLAST, CYM,
provincial Ukrainian Canadi
tee, the provincial Profess
Businessmen's Association,
Edmonton Professional and
men's Association, and inte
members of the University
and the Ukrainian community
As a result of the 16th N
SUSK Congress, SUSK has ado
vised constitution which al
better harmony between the
executive and individual cl
'ween regional clubs; and al
lembers of each club.

EDMONTON

-

ALB

XVI SUSK
AUGUST
ON THE 16TH SUSK CONGRESS
Y. HARUN
One dreary uneventful Toronto
day, a forlorned group of unemployed

students posing as summer fieldworkers in the SUSK office were jolted
from their news releases and other
bureaucratic depressions by the news
that someone from STUDENT had just
purchased a school bus for the trip
to the 16th SUSK Congress in Edmon ton. To make a long exciting story
short, the bus made it to Edmonton
after one leaking gas line, a cracked rad, two flat tires, a cracked
rim and 70 hours of driving.
The Congress opened with a Symposium on the Ukrainian Canadian Community.
(An indepth report on the
symposium will be presented in a future issue of STUDENT )
The aim of
the congress was to evaluate the performance of the national body during
the past two years and attempt
to
formulate a loose policy which would
guide SUSK through the next couple
of years.
Two sessions sparked a lively
discussion: one related to STUDENT
and its responsibility/accountability to the executive, and one discus'sion on the concept of Ukrainian Canadian vs. just Ukrainian. Other
exciting highlights were the sporadic attempts by some participants to
utilize procedural means to nullify
or stimulate discussions.
.

The discussion on STUDENT was., one
which has been gathering
steam
throughout the last few years. As
editorial collectives became
more
politicized, a seemingly natural
tendency for them was to develop
more progressive views. With this
there was the inclination towards a
very positive form of criticism of
the community, of government,
etc.
This criticism, however was considered by the community as a reflection of the attitudes of a majority
of SUSK members, and not just of the
editors or authors of various artic.

les

.

participants of
The
this congress were less willing to
criticise the community and government whenever such criticism
was
necessary.
It seemed that the students did not care for or even understand the concept of studenthood and
its dynamic positive critical role
in society.
There was another discussion to
which more attention should have been
paid but
was curtailed by a motion of closure.
It was the discussion on the concept of Ukrainian Canadian vs. Ukrainian. Perhaps it is
just dabbling in analysis-paralysis
in trying to determine whether there
does indeed exist a Ukrainian diaspora.
Or, perhaps one cannot consider
the concept as having any signifi cance to the Ukrainian Canadian Community

.
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concrete facts and
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of Alberta is not
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Film Board.
On Sunday, the
congress
constitu
were discussed/ 1
"University" was d
nian Canadian Stud
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the fact that SUSK
more students from
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sking them to appear as
and to serve as re;1 at the club level,
,

associate potential
with SUSK and try to
iir needs into our

:s

SUSK Congress was atlelegates representing
zudents Clubs across
in attendance were deirious Ukrainian organis PLAST , CYM , CYMK , the
linian Canadian Commit-

Professional and
Association, and the
jsional and BusinessLon, and interested
University of Alberta
Lan community.
Df the 16th Natioaal
SUSK has adopted a re:ion which allows, for
between the national
Lndividual clubs ; bet:lubs; and also between
club
-

1

ir

J£?S\

2

Old and newly initiated members were
exposed to reports on research projects
which had been undertaken by SUSK during the past three years.
These sessions served to inform the delegates of
the past, present, and future aims and
needs of SUSK.
The delegates returned to their respective clubs with a better understanding of the cultural, political, and
social activities which are required
to keep the clubs functioning effectively.
Coverage of the Congress was provided by the Gateway, the Edmonton
Journal, and radio stations CKUA, CHED
CFCW, and CFRN
The 16th National SUSK CongressUkrainian Canadians-Perspective 75
ended on an optimistic note with expectations of SUSK chartering new and more
fruitful avenues of endeavours in the
upcoming year.
.

Alexandra Suchowersky
Lydia Kunda
Markiana Cyncar

ALBERTA

K

Congress

7 31

1975

I

Hon. Julian Koziak, Alberta's
ter of Education, spoke at the
aanquet.
The minister presented
ate facts and figures to prove
the Ukrainian Canadian community
>erta is not utilizing the reas already provided by the
goant; more specifically he refer3 the educational programmes and
rogrammes under the National
ioard.
Sunday, the final day of the
ass, constitutional amendments
discussed." The English title
arsity" was dropped from Ukrai3anadian Students' Union,
to
:he title in all three languasame, as well as to emphasize
ict that SUSK should attract
students from technical and a-tural post-secondary insti tuThe executive was narrowed,
the positions of eastern and wevice-presidents eliminated, red with Human Rights, Multicultun Elicy and Community Develop/-Presidents. An executive
dinator was added, and some of
abulous positions like Student
cs , Special Events, were dropped.
CUDENT Editorial Board was given
dependant position within SUSK,
direct responsibility to the
ass, not to the Executive.
ReLons promoting the need for uJkrainian within SUSK were pasis were similar resolutions deatfith various issue areas.
The
2

,

question of club development was by
far the most popular of all the topics discussed.
A more controversial resolution
dealt with the raising of club dues
from $1.00 per person to $3.00. Nevertheless, it was passed unanimously.
Finally, the new executive of SUSK
was elected:
PRESIDENT and Representative on the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee
- Sheila Slobodzian, Wp
VICE-PRESIDENT (Community Development)
- Michael Davids, Winnipeg
VICE-PRESIDENT (Human Rights)
- Yarema Kowalchuk, Edmon.
VICE-PRESIDENT (Multicultural Policy)
- Myron Spolsky, Toronto
ACTING PAST PRESIDENT
- Yuri Daschko, Toronto
SECRETARY -TREASURER
- Irena C. Welhasch,
Toronto - Winnipeg
EXECUTIVE CO-ORDINATOR
-Marta Swidersky, Toronto
CONGRESS CHAIRPERSON
-John Shalagan, Scarborough
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
-Lubomyr Szuch Toronto
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
- Taras Pawlyszyn, Winnipeg
- Bohdan Romaniuk, Edmonton
Since the Congress, Bohdan Kupycz was
co-opted to act as executive co-prdinator in the absense of Marta Swidersky. The 17th SUSK Congress will
be held at Scarborough College (U of
T) on August 26-29. 1976.
,
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Position Paper presented to
the 16th
SUSK Congress in
Edmonton Alberta

SERGE RADCHUK - PRESIDENTof the UKRAINIAN CANADIAN
COMMITTEE - ELECTED 1974

'

BY:

JURIJ FEDYK
INTRODUCTION:

-

Acting on recommendations
and proposals set out during the Xlth UCC Congress
which was held in Winnipeg
in October 1974, the Executive of the UCC established a Special Constitutional Committee to review
and make changes to the UCC
Constitution. More specifically the objectives of
this committee was to critically analyze the present constitution and propose ch an ge s to th a t c onstitution so that the constitution itself, and UCC
would be better able to respond to the contemporary
needs of Ukrainian Canadians
A desire to establish a
centralized co-ordinating
body for Ukrainian Organizations had existed since
the end of the first World
War. In this period there
were two abortive attempts
at establishing just such
.

an organization:

used to be, and their membership claims my be grossly inflated, yet the authority of the UCC could not
be challenged as easily as
it could if people belonged to the UCC on an individual basis or even through
geographical centres

the first,

the Ukrainian Central Committee, was established during the war and attempted
to fulfill the war-time needs of Ukrainians in Canada
and Ukraine. The second attempt was the Ukrainian
National Council (UNC)
which was formed in response to news that an
artificially induced
famine was being carried
on in Ukraine.
It was due to these circumstances that the Ukrainian
Nationalist groups structured the UNC so that its
work was clearly directed
against the Communist Party
core in Canada. UNC did not
succed, however because
the major component groups
(UNF, UCB, UCSRL and the
Hetmanites) did not wish to
recognize this body as their overall political authority. Nevertheless, this
council did strengthen the
desire for an all inclusive
Ukrainian federation in Canada amongst the locally
based cultural-educational
organizations, which made
up the Ukrainian National
Council

The series of events leading up to the outbreak of
World War Two, and their
effects on Ukrainian lands,
again stirred the desire
amongst Ukrainians for a
central committee. All of
the organizations of national scope began organizing
independant assistance campagns. However, they did
have a desire to cooperate
with each other. The overzealous attempts on the part of these organizations
gave birth to not one but

The claim of being able to
represent all Ukrainian
organizations outside the
AUUC is important both from
the view of Governmental
recognition and also from
the standpoint of inter-

SUSK POSITION PAPERS ON THE
UKRAINIAN CANADIAN COMMITTEE

two central organizations,
one of which was the child
of the Ukrainian National
Federation and the UCB, the
other of the UCSRL (Ukrai-

nian Canadian Self-Reliance
League)
and the Workingmens Association. Both of
these organizations considered themselves to be central and representative of
all Ukrainians in Canada,
although it was clear that
neither one of them actually was. Nevertheless, these
two central committees existed side by side for half
a year. Upon the urging of
Prof. George Simpson and
Tracy Phillips, two summit
conferences were organized
in Saskatoon and Winnipeg.
These conferences resulted
in the creation of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee
or KYK (in Ukrainian) whose
membership consisted of the
five national organisations:
Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood (UCB) Ukrainian SelfReliance League (UCSRL)
Ukrainian National Federation (UNF) Hetmanets Organisations and Ukrainian
Workers' League. Excluded
were those organisations
which recognized the principles of marxist-communism.
The objectives of the UCC
at that time were the following: #1 to unify
the
support of Ukrainians behind the Canadian Government's concern about the
formation of such a body;
and #2 to present a consolidated Ukrainian Canadian
opinion and to coordinate
the work of member organizations.
We see that UCC was organised by the members of the
national organizations in
such a way that UCC was dependant on these organizations for members of the
UCC executive, delegates to
the Congresses, etc.
This
type of structure, of course
assured UCC's existence for
as long as these organizations existed, but it also
limited UCC's target community to the membership of
these organizations.
Thus,
,
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This discussion paper concerns KYK (UCC) and more
specifically the constitutionaj changes that could /
should be introduced in order to make the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee (UCC)
more viable and capable of
handling contemporary issues of importance to the
Ukrainian Canadian communi-
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One uses the words co uld/
should when referring to
possible changes, because
idealistic views inevitably
become compromised into
pragmatic solutions.
Presently, one can discern two
approaches to the subject
of changes in the UCC.
One
approach advocates sweeping
reforms which emphasize the
individual and his relation*
ship to the UCC.
The other
concentrates on minor structural reforms involving the
democratic elections of UCC
executives.

Much can be said for the
relative merits of each approach.
This submission
will endeavour to explore
an approach incorporating
some aspects of the democratic reforms, while retaining the basic UCC structure which is predicated on
the membership of organizations rather than individuals.
It is my contention
that UCC's legitimacy as a
spokesman for UkrainianCanadians s terns large ly
from the fact that virtually
all Ukrainian organizations
(cmtside the communist AUUC Association of United
Ukrainian-Canadians) belong
to the UCC.
The ability to
rely on the backing organizations is important from
the standpoint of legitimaand representation. The
organizations themselves may
be mere shadows of what they

organizational peer pressure, which keeps organizations in line under a
facade of unity, when in
fact members of such organizations might be holding and advocating contrary viewpoints. An organizationof individuals,
whose only common denominator is that they are
Ukrainians, will be respected and/ or challenged
for being just that. However, one must still face
the reality of UCC's inability to adequately represent Ukrainian viewpoints on issues confronting their community in
Canada.
What SUSK and the Ukrainian
Professional and Businessmen's Federation have found
is that UCC briefs, appearances before governmental
bodies etc., although well
intentioned, are nevertheless hopelessly inadequate
in their approach, substance, and tactics of delivery.
This sweeping
generalization is perhaps
best understood by those
who have watched UCC in
action on such issues as
CBC and multilingual broadcasting; reaction to the
Green Paper on immigration;
cultural exchanges with the
USSR etc.
It is submitted that, above
all, the executive of the
UCC must have access to
the rapidly expanding educated elite of this community and through some formula be able to co-opt their
advice instead of relying
on the meagre research and
competence exemplified by
past and present UCC executives and their Presidiums.
With all due respect to
those individuals who have
devoted their time, energy
and talents under UCC's
past and present structure;
one must realize that dealing with contemporary issues
and with government, demands a level of competency
and expertise that is not
in the UCC executives
possessions. One can safely conclude that the responsibilities entrusted
to the UCC executive are
far greater that their collective expertise is capable of handling,
continued on page
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SUSK POSITION PAPER ON THE
UCC's claim of representing
all Ukrainian Canadians is
not entirely correct.
In this paper SUSK hopes to
propose certain guidelines
which would make UCC's claims
re consistent with reality.
By allowing all Ukrainian Canadians the chance to become
members of UCC, and not limiting membership strictly to
organizations, the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee could confidently claim the role of representative of all Ukrainian
Canadians.
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by an organzation nominated a
ing programmes as well as
candidated for a position of
assisting local UCC's interhigher rank at each succeedact with National UCC could
ing congress until that orgabe realized. The local
nization was able to nominate
UCC should deal with the loa candidate for president; at
cal Ukrainian Canadian ^comthe following congress
munity; it should strive to
that
organization dropped to the
establish an honest rapport
bottom of the packing order.
between members of the comAlthough the rotational sysmunity and the higher stratem was a step in the right
ta of the UCC hierarchy.
direction, it still left the
UCC Executive in a potentialSUSK proposes to democraly weak position, since orgatize the elections of pernizations would be forced to
sonnel to the UCC National
nominate a candidate to a poExecutive by allowing any
sition for which he/she may
individual regardless of
not have been qualified to
membership in any organizafulfill.
tion, except his/her own
Speaking cynically,
which is also the most realilocal UCC, to be nominated
stic point of view, in most
for any executive position.
instances, when dealing with
That individual shall be
Ukrainian national organizarequired to present a list
tions these organizations
of twenty supporters for
would rather endorse one of
his/her nomination to
be
their own members, (even
accepted and then a siniple
though he/she may he unquamajority of delegates shall
lified) rather than approach
designate the winner of the
a qualified individual outposition. The elected ofside their own rank and file.
ficials that shall make up
This system caused the excluthe executive of the presion of those qualified people sidium: president , three
who did not belong to any
vice-presidents', secretary,
organizat ion.
treasurer, and two members
at large
SEE DIAGRAM
In this type of
arrangement, the national
organizations are free to
function as they- desire.
E
They shall also have a
single representative to
the presidium which is
made up of the executive,
representatives of nationAs depicted in the diaal organizations, and wogram, SUSK is proposing a
men representatives from
hierarchical structure in
UCC and SUSK. For the
which the UCC National Exeprivilege of sitting on
cutive coordinates the work
the presidium each nationof national organizations,
al organization shall
be
as well as the work of prorequired to pay a stipend
vincial and local chapters
of a minimum of one thouof UCC.
National UCC could
sand ($1,000) dollars per
deal more effectively with
year. Also, in order to
issues which affect Ukraiacquire representation at
nian Canadians throughout
the UCC Congress, a given
the nation.
For example,
organization must raise a
the CBC Action could be a
certain number of indiviUCC National undertaking.
dual national dues for UCC
Just imagir.p the establishand in return will receive
ment of a CBC Multilingual
either one to twenty-five
T.V. Network]
Provincial
delegates (for national
UCC should deal with matters,
major organizations) or
of provincial interest. For
fifteen delegates
one to
example such things as get(for national minor orgating Ukrainian accepted by
nizations)
the public school system
and creating teacher trainElections for posi-

<

as SUSK's recommendations to

the constitutional committee
of UCC and as guidelines for
SUSK's actions concerning this
is sue

SUSK OBJECTIVES
SUSK hopes to effect the
full democratisation of UCC
through the alteration of UCC's
structure. By changing the
method of election to the national executive, the method
of delegation to the congresses
and the structure of fee payment concerning membership in
UCC, this change will hopefully
come about. Although the proposals to be outlined are almost revolutionary in effect,
we feel that they are necessary if UCC is to be a viable, representative body of all Ukrainian Canadians, rather than a
vastigial organ representing a
small and shrinking minority
of UkrainTan Canadians,

To begin with, it is necessary to relieve UCC of its dependence on national organizaIt is a fact that
tions.
the
membership of major 'organizations in Canada has declined
(with the exception of SUSK
and of the Business and Professional Federation) over the
last five years.
This trend
is almost certain to continue
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The role or the presidium is to be the prime
advisory body on national
or local issues.
It
should be operated on a
committee basis with members of these presidia
separated by interests.
Membership in UCC
should be individual
rather than organizational
and every individual who
becomes the member of UCC
local would pay a minimum
stipend to be divided be-

Until the UCC Congress in
each member organization
was delegated to nominate a
candidate for a specific position: UCB nominated the
president, the UCSRL nominated the- first vice-president
etc.
In 1971 a rotational
system was established where19 71,

i

,

each local chapter of UCC
to the provincial and national conferences
For
example, the Toronto, Winnipeg and Edmonton chapters
would be allowed seventyfive delegates each in
proportion to the number
of
individual stipends
paid through that given
local.
Smaller locals
shall be allotted delegates
in accordance with their
Ukrainian population
.

Finally, should the UCC
Executive be forced to take
an unforseen action such
as expelling a member organization or local chapter,
then this action must be
verified by the Congress,
by a vote in which a twothird (2/3) majority may
reverse the executive's
ruling.
Thus what we are
proposing is that the ultimate judge and the controlling body of UCC National,
UCC Provincial, or UCC Local be the conference or congress.
And so, to symbolize
the change in UCC's nature
we propose that rather than
UCC being called the Ukrainian Canadian Committee
it
should be changed to the
,
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tions in provincial and
local UCC should be the
same.
The local chapters
of the national organizations should be permitted
one representative
who
would sit on the presidium
of the local UCC.

,

Theseproposals shall serve
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The Conference on

Multiculturalis/w

and 3rd World Immigration
Edmonton, Sept. 3-6

By DAVID LUPUL

LONA GALUTSAN

The Conference on Multiculturalism and third World Immigration began with the usual
pussyfooting platitudes about
multiculturalism, unique solution which (it is hoped) will
make Canada "a heterogeneous
unity".
The conference, which
had begun with cute quips,
soon became a heated forum
where the representatives of
various cultural groups and
government sectors expressed
their points of view and related their problems, careful
to find some way to make their
statements relevant to the
case of Third World immigrants.
The conference, on the whole,
pertained to all the cultures
of Canada, but focused on those
of the Third World.
The discussants were greatly in favour for the establishment of
educational facilities which
would encourage succeeding
generations to retain the
language of their ancestors
and perhaps to learn an additional language. However,
many of the participants did
not feel that one of these
languages should necessarily
be French.
The first conference speaker,
Senator Paul Yuzyk, called
for a rationalization and
strengthening of the adminstrative functions of Multicultural Programmes. His
'

Senator Paul Yuzyk

statements indicated the need
for more active government
participation in the policy.
Edmonton alderman Lawrence
Decore and Alberta Minister
Neil' Crawford of the Alberta
government, concentrated their

SUSK

attention on describing- the
various efforts being made by
the Federal and Alberta governments to promote multiculturalism and third-language
teaching.
In her presentation Dr. Freda
Hawkins a political science
professor from the University
of Toronto expressed the opinion that the government should
put the brakes on multiculturalism since, in her opinion,
Canada had far more pressing
problems 'to deal with, than
those concerned with the promotion of multiculturalism.
Some of her other comments,
however, enlightened the conference at a time when many
of those present were unhesitantly and unthinkingly accepting the 'virtues' of a
multiculturalism which often
appeared to have as many meanings as there were "experts".
Not Surprisingly,
during the conference there
was no serious attempt by
these "experts" to define the
concept of multiculturalism.
At the Thursday session Julian Koziak, Alberta Education
Minister spoke on the multifaceted theories of the advantages of multilingualism;
he stated that although the
responsibility to teach a
language rested primarily
with the parents, nevertheless
the school system also has an
important role to play.
On Friday, a luncheon panel
discussed a pertinent topic:
"The Role of Women in a Multicultural Society".
In dealing
with women's rights as opposed
to their traditional role, it
was agreed that a synthesis
of the best of the former cultures and that of the modem
world cultures would have to
come about if women are to
gain equality and retain their
cultural roots. The various
speakers stressed the importance of bridging the gap between the elite of the educated official-language speaking
women and the large sector of
uneducated non-English, nonFrench speaking women, who are
employed in menial jobs and who
do not tend to mix with Canadian society. The panel felt that
women have been the custodians
of culture who passed it on to
their children. Now that women
spend less time in direct con-
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viewed multiculturalism as a
means to an end.
He thought
it could serve to createclimate of opinion in which
society would recognize cultures other than French and
English as being equally acceptable in Canada, and remove
barriers against equal participation in Canadian society
by minority groups.
Professor Hawkins saw a con" flict between the provinces'
concern with acculturating
immigrants and the federal
concern with multiculturalism.
She proposed an exchange of
roles between the two levels
of government. The Conference
could not bridge the seeming
dichotomy between the two issues, instead called on all
people to try and understand
something of another group's
problems
Few results are likely to come
from this conference. The belief that these conferences
have significant effects on the
development of governmental
policy is rather too facile.
Juxtaposing the two quite different situations of the Third
World immigrant and the "ethnic"
Canadian was not easily conducive to political unanimity.
Those members of the CCCM (Canadian Consultative Council of
Multiculturalism) who were present at the conference pushed
for more money for third language teaching - especially to
children who are fully accul^turated to Canadian society;
those in the Citizenship Branch
connected with the_groblems of
recent arrivals thought that
such a stance was irresponsible
In federal-provincial relations
in view of the scarcity of funds
the real problem is Quebec,
for immigrants who are, yet,
said Dr. Hawkins; The Quebeunable to function in English
cois see multiculturalism as
or French.
a threat to the preservation
What should be obvious is that
of the French Fact in Canada.
both third-language teaching
'A Vancouver representative
for "acculturated" children
countered that only "Anglos
and programmes to teach English
spread rumours that the French
or French to immigrant children
Canadians are against multiand their parents are possible
culturalism".
Aside from this
and necessary to the development
digression, the ensuing disof a multicultural Canada in
cussion centered on the import- which both cultural heritage
ance of getting satisfying jobs
and social mobility are key
and good homes for immigrants
elements.
Regrettably, in the
and eliminating the problem of
plethora of emotional hallibaassimilation.
loo concerning which should
Chairing the session on policy
have higher priority, the obquestions Horst Schmid, Alvious fact that both have been
berta's Culture Minister,
sadly neglected, is lost.*
tact with the offspring, men
will be forced to take on a
more active role in the cultural development of the chil
The evening panel on Multicultural Experiences (Federal and
Provincial Perspectives) posed
several questions- one of which
was "whether 'tis nobler for
government to legislate multiculturalism or to suffer
the people to preserve their
respective heritages themselves:
And, "what did cultural groups
do before the days of grants?"
Alberta and Manitoba were represented on the panel by
Pierre Monod of the Alberta Heritage Council (the only nonbureaucrat on this panel) and
Cecil W. Semchyshyn of the Manitoba Federal-Provincial Cultural Relations Secretariat.
These two provinces were credited with having taken the
initiative in acting on the
concept of multiculturalism.
Semchyshyn had great faith that
(with or without government
help) cultures would grow; he
spoke out against the token
actions of governments. Saskatchewan, represented by Lindy
Kasperski of the privince's
Department of Youth and Culture,
felt that Saskatchewan could
learn from the successes and
mistakes of other provinces.
Saskatchewan now has an Act
of Multiculturalism which provides for a cultural/regional
council and obliges the government to act on the policy. After
expressing optimistic hopes about the future of multiculturalism, all particpants agreed
that a federal ministry of. multiculturalism should be set up.
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IMPRESSIONS OF TRUDEAU
I had never met the man betore.
Pierre Elliot Trudeau. Prime Minister

of Canada,
I had
That's not quite correct.
seen him speak before, but only at a
indifference.
distance and with classical
But this time he was coming to
Edmonton to speak not to the community
at large but to Ukrainians in particular.
Students, housewives,
And that meant us.
workers, businessmen, and ordinary "Joes".
a convention of Liberals (which is
hard to find in these parts as it is),
corporate big-wigs, or some influential labour union, or the posties whowere still on strike at the time, or any
other major political grouping. Trudeau
was coming to see us!

ot

Pierre Trudeau in yet another tough
situation trying to figure out how
tosav FUDDLE DUDDLE in Ukrainian

I
1

It was a sobering thought-yet still
very exciting. To those of us who had
the opportunity to take in the preperations for the visit it was all the more
intriguing.
Security, the notion of
which was completely foreign to me, was
now everywhere in evidence. Plainclothesraen patrolled every entry and exit
to the
where he was to speak.
Two men with fire-arms patrolled the
roof and others occupied unmarked cars
in the parking lot.
Only registered personnel were allowed access to the Specially designated
areas. And I was one of the favoured
ones.
Or so it seemed.
The PM entered the press room amidst
a flurry of aides, taking those assembled
by surprise. The Prime Minister was late,
it was true - yet somehow earlier than
expected.
Some stood, some clapped, the
pros just sat back and let their cameras

"

between them,
Only Mr. Trudeau, his
press secretary, and their guest- Senator
Hastings-appeared unaffected by it all.
The three stood out -clearly in front
against the backdrop of Canadian and
Ukrainian r lags intertwined.
I felt
a man who holds all the cards.
The press
conference was not designed to allow us
to secure answers.
It was structured to
make the PM look good.
The same pattern repeated itself when
my fellow students posed questions.
Trudeau dodged, skirted issues re-directed
emphasis- only now and then acknowledging
specific concerns such as the issue of the
treatment of Valentyn Morbz. Even there
he managed to inflict injury with his
absent-minded approach to the efforts of
the Committee in Defense of Valentyn Moroza group many of us worked long and hard inwith insinuations about false information
being relayed to the government, where in
fact, that was not the case at all.
The afternoon was not without its
lessons.
Perhaps the most striking was
that we Ukrainians still sorely lack good
organization. How can Trudeau afford to
make the silly little remarks he does?
Certainly one reason is that we are still
good as I viewed' them there.
It was the last. time I'd feel that
way for a long time.
Before the press conference I had
been advised that in posing a question
(I was told I'd be lucky to get one in)
it should be brief and to the point.
At
no time was I to enter open debate with
the PM for fear of being slaughtered to put it bluntly.
The other student
reporters and myself took this advice
seriously. We were well aware of Trudeau's
ability to turn arguements in his favourand to make his opponents look like clowns.
After a brief introduction, the press
conference began with the press secretary
fielding questions and directing them to
Mr. Trudeau.
I was one of the first to
be recognized.
In brief my question
dealt with Canadian concerns over the
treatment of political prisoners, specifically in Ukraine. To my dismay, however, the PM pleaded ignorance of -the
specific issue at hand and then completely
reversed the direction of my inquiry.
I
had asked how Canada intends to vote on
a- particular motion
before the United
Nations, and within seconds Trudeau was
assuring me of how Canada has no political
prisoners. Finally I was forced to interject and redirect my question once more.
In an ambiguous fashion the PM mumbled
something and then curtly agreed. And
that was it
I mean I wasn't satisfied with the
reply, and then it struck me. No one can
receive a truly satisfactory reply from
,

§

"

roll.

Behind me the floodlights served
to emphasize the shadows even more.
I
could feel the heat as sweat slowly trickled down my side and the dampness of my
palms sought the quivering pages fixed
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"ill-equipped to challenge him as a united
front.
Only when our efforts become harmonious will the government deal with us
seriously. This is a criticism we must
all accept and share equally.
If this sounds like another of those
appeals to unity, then so be it. The
fragmentation of Ukrainian Canadian com"munity into diverse political groupings
is doing more harm than good.
There is
certainly no harm in attacking from many
sides but where are our generals? Who
commands and who leads? Are our leaders
of the calibre necessary to confront an
organization as demanding as the- federal
government? I think not.
On the contrary.
I, think Ukrainian
.Canadians have a long road' to hoe" before
a list of UCC proposals, for example,* car
ries the full impact it was meant to.
This requires a
re-doubling of efforts at both ends-at
the level of community development and at
the very top- in securing a crop .of politically seasoned, intellectually armed,
and otherwise fully capable leaders who
can take our community from out of its
limbo and into the mainstream of Canadian
political life. This means not only that
more Ukrainians enter politics, but also
that the Ukrainian community as a whole
become more acutely sensitized to the
Canadian political reality.
Take the Prime Minister's address
to the audience after the press conference.
We had choirs and troupes of dancers to greet him with a fanfare.
Which
is nice.
Politeness never hurts.
But
the fanfare composed not only the introduction.
It might as well have been the
the climax.
Trudeau's speech was not
one directed to a politically mature audience.
It was addressed to an assembly
of hillbillies.
Trudeau might just as easily have
said
"Listen folks, times are hard.
But
you're all descendent of pioneers, while
some of you even survived that meanny
Stalin.
It means you're tough.
In relative terms my budget cuts, including
multiculturalism, should be a gentle
pill to swallow.
I know you can take it.
Earlier you managed to skim a bit of
cream off the top when times were good.
Good for you! But it's belt-tightening
time in Canada now - and so, no more
cream.
But hang in there people.
Remember, you've got one thing over most
Canadians.
You've got soul ... culture
that is."
As he walked off into the sunset,
guards and all, a symphony of voices
could be heard cheering him with a rousing rendition of ... I forget.
Just
another song it seems.
.

.
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SOCIAL REGISTER

People leam from mistakes , or experiences or from experiences
As this is the first Western SUSK Social Register, it will not rearesulting from mistakes , and especially from mistakes resulting
lly be much of a register, but more of a gossip page. However, bear
from a lack of experience. Well... some people, - anyhow.
with me, and in tine, this page will take on the appearance of what
So too it is for any organization; again - for some, more than
it was designed to be.
for others.
While the SUSK "Western Conference was a rather serious affair, the
One important thing for any club to master, especially a (Ukrain- delegates also
engaged in what may be known as "fun and games". The
ian) students' club with a short fiscal year, is communication on two major social
functions of the conference were tremendous sucesCampus to both members and potential members. The following sug- ses; it was the original
Calgary-style form of entertainment:
gestions are the result of fact and fiction which have occurred
The friday evening session was concluded with a maqnificent 'vechix
in Edmonton this year.
nicha' at the country estate of Pania Mary-Ann Kutryk. Although
An initial membership drive is always in order. Usually this in- the drive to her residence left
soma of the guests somewhat apprevolves having a few people at a time man a table which displays
hensive (driving blizzard, howling winds, treacherous roads, helvarious items to draw the attention of the student population.
lish darkness, wild stampeding mustanas, packs of vicious dogs)
Hopefully they will stop by and browse to see what's happening
tiie strains of sweet melodies welcomed
them to what turned out to
(an operational gatling gun, fully loaded, is most effective, but become quxte
a wild party.
not recommended due to storage problems and noise by-laws on camSaturday evening provided the most innovative form of
entertainment
pus) . An excellent alternative might be a phonograph spinning
yet prepared for the attenders of the conference. Music was proout the sounds of the D-Drifters 5 playing 'Beatles songs and
vided by the glorious strains of "Jukebox" of Calgary.
This is the time to hand unsuspecting susother modern music'
As many of you already know, the evening was climaxed by
the spepects a runoff telling h/er how much your Ukrainian Students Club cial guest
appearance of Edmonton's CHOFNA CHMARA, who gave a sma(USC) has done in the past, of bright future prospects, and of its
shing performance. While they were extremely successful with all
great personnel. A bit of blatant lying sometimes is necessary in
their numbers, their rendition of "Michael Rowed the Boat Ashore"
the preparation of this presentation, although the stretching. of
the truth a little will usually suffice. But don't worry about it received an overwhelming ovation. The honourable members of CHOFNA
CHMARA include Yarema Kowalchuk, Andrij Makuch, Nestor Makuch, Bohno one reads these hand-outs carefully and even fewer people
believe them; most people simply want to know when the first club jdan Romaniuk, Yurij Stebelsky and honorary member, Taras Pawlyshyn,
social will be held.
of Winnipeg.
,

.

—

Unfortunately, the first
The use of campus media, postannual Ukrainskyi Kowboyskey
ers, and visitations to Ukrai\>? Chcbit Beer Testing Contest
nian classes are also good ways
did not get off the ground,
to recruit members. However,
5 due to, primarily, the lack
in
whom
with all these people
of two cowboy boots to drink
(theoretically) enthusiasm for
out of. A total lack of resthe local USC has been developponse from many of the clubs
gaexists
the
entire
ed, there
also led to the downfall of
mut of interests - hence the
this fantastic, if plausible
need for a questionnaire. By
event.
actiwide
range
of
offerring a
At the Sunday afternoon
vities which members can mark
session of the Western Confeas their interest, one will be
rence, the Clubs reported
amazed at some of the results.
on their activities.
For example, Marta Verblyood,
The best and most impresa 6th year theology student at
sive presentation was given
she
enU of A indicated that
by the Ukrainian Students'
joyed parking (legal, illegal,
Club from Brandon, which has
and otherwise
talking dirty,
been in existence for only
vatra -making producing manifive months. They offered a
festos caro ling, playing crovideo-tape of a Malanks held
quet, and film making (the one
in Brandon, which was very
colour (blue) type)
At the
well done.
same time, an anonymous 1st
The Ediranton club gave a
year Commerce student admitted
most impressive account of
to partaking of skating, and
their many functions held
attending dances and concerts
throughout the year. Calgary
but felt that the boycotting of
Ukrainian Student's Club of Edmonton on a members
was next, with their report
polski ogorki would have a nethe conference, which took up almost the entire year in plangative effect on our economy. You are now ready for the next lo- of
ning. Victoria Students' Club admitted that, although they had few
gical step - either forming a phoning and a newsletter committee,
they were still very active. The Winnipeg Club also reor else getting down to your studies amidst a rapidly disappearing functions,
ported on their many functions, but also on a few of their problems
school year. A phoning committee has the added advantage of a per
Bay
was very well represented, though Myron Bodr.aruk was
Thunder
sonal contact to assure the receiver of the call that the club
not at all pleased with his membership (what's going on over there?
s/he joined DOES exist and IS doing something. The weakness with
Yarema Kowalchuk, vide- president for Human Rights, explained the
this type of contact lies with the obvious fact that the informaworkings of his letter blitz on Parliament Hill in support of Uktion given will inevitably be slanted and inaccurate to the point
rainian dissidents. It is hoped that all clubs will co-operate and
where it resembles the original as much as an eight year old's
mail the letters as soon as possible.
description of a Fellini film or a KYK report of its meeting.
president. Sheila Slobidzian, closed the conference with good
Our
Thus, for more than a single matter of concern and a limited aluck wishes and an in vitiation to the National Congress which is to
it
rrount of confusion, a newsletter is much better, even though
be held on August 27-29, 1S76, in Toronto at Scaborough College.
may be a more impersonal medium.
I'm sure we mi-^t all admit that the Calgary Conference was absoOnce it has been established who will lick the stamps and who will
lutely fantastic. Thanks to all those lovely people who made it
drink the spirit duplication fluid (it is often a wise move to
such a fabulous affair. Hope the National Congress is just as sucfor
students
Engineering
find
some
questionnaires
to
your
check
cessful if not more.'
the latter task) , the most important question remains - the style
Roxaliana Kozak
of the newsletter. It must both inform and interest its readers.
Marginal drawings of camels and inserts telling the right ratio to
applauded - and so are their livers.)
use when mixing samahonka & Red Devil in order to avoid blindness Hopefully, once a regular system of communications amongst your
members has been established, some sort of concentration of efor insanity (usually for the sake of those same Engineering studRegular inforts can be made in the rest of the student body.
dents) are commendable, but if your content is dry as Medicine Hat
serts into "Coming Events" columns are a necessity. However,
no one will become enthused with the information. This is why it
For
writer(s)
newsletter
posters are a more spectacular medium. A simple rule of thumb to
is to your advantage to have a topnotch
remember is "lots of pictures of naked people for social events,
an example, I shall use a few quotes from Edmonton's own 'Boris',
and wild-eyed anarchists for political debates", although the orwhose epistles this year drew many responses from irate parents,
host
Patrol)
officers,
and
a
Monkey
Cukie
(Real
der can be reversed without any noticeable differences.
investigating RCMP
of students - proving that at least someone reads them.
Finally, mouth-to-mouth communication has the greatest potential
The elements used were quite simple. They included: A salutation
for the spreading of information (not to mention communicable di- hew's it
(Greeting; or as they say in the meat packing business
Let's face it - students are a mouthy lot. Unfortunateseases)
review and preview of events (How did the weiner roast
hanging?)
ly, their conversations are usually of the "guess who was fooling
will
be
executive
speaking of weiners, the outgoing
grab you?.
around with whom in the showers after the basketball game last
Saturday" variety. Nevertheless, this is the basic (and usually
under the gun this Monday night... at the club's animal, I mean
club news (our chief of secret police
It can be utilized only if
most base) method of communication.
annual general meeting)
and
the proper information has been presented in a diges table manner.
and our minister of propaganda have both- fled the country)
meritorious
("seasonal
action
its members and- the general
Hence
clubs
to
both
the need for
let
,
notation of
student body of its exciting and worthwhile events.
conference gee rs are currently consuming 2 to 3 times their
A.
weight in excess alcohol every week). Their efforts are to be
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HARVARD UKRAINIAN STUDIES
Ukrainian Studies at Harvard University had

its

be-

when the Federation of Ukrainian
Student Organizations of America (SUSTA) proposed
the endowment of a chair in Ukrainian studies at a
leading American university as a means of preserving
ginning in 1957,

courses

in Ukrainian disciplines were offered, funds
were allocated for the expansion of library holdings,
and a publishing program was inaugurated.

and continuing the development of Ukrainian scholarship.

By 1967, $280,000 had been

raised for the under-

taking by the Ukrainian Studies Fund, specifically or-

ganized for this purpose.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
UKRAINIAN STUDIES
1581-1583

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138

A

Council of Academic Ad-

— a body of Ukrainian professors from various
American colleges and universities headed by Professor Omeljan Pritsak — proposed Harvard as the institution best suited for a program of Ukrainian studies.

visers

Additional capital was raised to meet the $600,000

endowment

required for each chair at Harvard, and on

January 22, 1968,

a chair in

tablished at the University.

Ukrainian history was

An

es-

ad hoc Committee on

Ukrainian Studies was appointed by the Dean of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences to supervise and coordinate the activities of the Ukrainian Studies Program
at

Harvard.

During

the

academic

year

1968-69,

Home

Institute
of the Harvard Ukrainian Research

On January

22, 1973, chairs in Ukrainian literature and language were endowed, and in June of that

?
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*vear the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute was established. Associates of the Institute, professors

from

other universities and qualified researchers cooperate
in conducting various scholarly research projects and
preparing annotated bibliographies and teaching
materials for the three major Ukrainian disciplines.
in

The Summer School
Courses in Ukrainian disciplines became an integral part of the Harvard Summer School curriculum
in 1 971 Over one hundred and twenty students from
the United States and Canada have participated in the
.

Ukrainian

Summer School

since that time.

is open to all students
have completed their secondary school education. It has been the practice of Ukrainian Studies to
offer five courses during each session: elementary and
intermediate Ukrainian language; Ukrainian literature;

The eight-week program

who

course and a seminar in Ukrainian history.
Each course carries four units of undergraduate or
graduate credit. Students registered for two courses
for credit have the option of auditing a third course
a lecture

.

1946

"-

.

"-

-

,,
-

s

at tne

.

University at no additional charge.

Summer

School courses are conducted by Harvard faculty and
lecturers invited

from other

The academic program

universities.

supplemented with spelectures, library exhibits and film showings. All
facilities of the University are open to Summer
School students, including the language laboratory,
which is supplied with tape recordings for individual
is

cial

instruction

and

Ukrainian. Students have the
opportunity to use the resources of the Harvard Unidrill in

versity Library System,

which includes a

vast

body

of

reference materials not available elsewhere. Since the
establishment of the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, students have been provided with special library and study facilities at the Institute. Each group
has also taken advantage of the cultural and educational

opportunities afforded

by the Boston-Cam-

bridge area.

Current Notes

—On November 12, 1974, the President of Harvard
extended invitations to seven Soviet Ukrainian schol-

ARCHBISHOP ANDREY SHEPTYTSKYI
Metropolitan of the Ukrainian CathoMc Church
of the Eastern Rite (1901-1944)

ars, among them Vaientyn Moroz, to join the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute for the coming aca-

demic year. Funds totaling a quarter of a million dollars were pledged to the Ukrainian Studies Fund for
the support of these scholars and their families
United States.

in

the

—With the beginning of the academic year 1974Fund initiated a new, inten$2,000,000 endowment fund
for the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute by the
75, the Ukrainian Studies

sified drive to raise a

Bicentennial Year 1976. Half a million dollars have
ready been collected toward this goal.

al-

Recognizing that Ukrainian Studies needs the support of

all

Ukrainians, irrespective of their country of

citizenship, Ukrainians in

Canada have joined in the
Fund. Over 250 in-

efforts of the Ukrainian Studies

dividuals and organizations have contributed to the
fund-raising drive for Ukrainian Studies at Harvard.
During the past year, a Committee of the Fund has

been organized; its members include some of the
most distinguished Ukrainian community leaders of
Canarjjj.
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N THE PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE

*

CONVENTION

Joe Clark? Well, he's young, yet old,

f3a

f

OTTAWA: The Progressive Conservative
Party elected a new leader in Ottawa
on February 22, 1976.
During the
Convention many issues were discussed,
though multiculturalism was not one
of them.

Icelandic extraction and, as a result
of this
there are only two cultures
for Moores , his own and his wife's.
1

Notwithstanding Mulroney 's joking
explanation, I would suggest that
Moores' statement indicates the lack
of awareness on the part of some
Canadians, or perhaps even a feeling
on their part, that multiculturalism
is not something to be taken as the
English-French situation.
Interestingly enough, it was Claude
Wagner who stated, during, my interview
with him, that he feels that as much
attention must be devoted to the other
cultural groups as to the English and
French

In the policy papers issued by the
candidates, there was no mention of
multiculturalism as such, though one
or two passing comments were made referring to the "Canadian Mosaic," but
only in the sense of preventing the
submersion of individual enterprise
by government interference, with no
mention of its cultural aspect.

Though the other candidates I spoke
with stated that they supported multiculturalism, they were unable to get
into specific multicultural programme
suggestions because of the constraints
of time. However, most of them supported the idea of government assistance for language retention, as well
as the preservation and development
of the various cultures in a Canadian
context. It is important to note,
however, that though they supported
multiculturalism in principle, there
was an absence of unanimity among them
beyond this. Patrick Nowlan stated that
the C.B.C. should allow multilingual
broadcasting in those areas where the
second language is neither French or
English. Don Blenkarn, a media officer
for Sinclair Stevens, stated that
Stevens supported multiculturalism,
but believed Stevens felt students
should be taught only in English and
French in the public school system.

However, some of the candidates
did
mention multiculturalism in their
campaign speech deliveries at
the
Convention.
Most merely recognized
the fact that Canada was a
multicultural nation, though Flora
MacDonald
said that it is necessary to
"foster
the many cultures of Canada,"
and
Claude Wagner stated that every
Canadian has a right "to enjoy a multi-

cultural Canada."

One discordant note to the
recognition
of the multicultural nature
of Canada
was the statement by Premier Frank

Moores during his introduction of
Brian Mulroney. He stated that Canada
was a "bicultural and bilingual nation." Mulroney, however, spoke of
the "diverse and unique" nature of
Canada.
When I questioned Mulroney
about this apparent contradiction
between his and Moores position on
multiculturalism, he suggested that
it was merely a Freudian slip on
Moores' part since Moores' wife is of

In terms of party policy, the Conservative Party has a definite position
on multiculturalism, adopted at the
1974 National Progressive Conservative.
Policy Conference. It speaks of the
need "to foster and protect" the "ethnological diversity" of Canada. Among
many other items it specifically mentioned the need to "allow third language groups to enjoy third language
entertainment and commentary through
television, film, radio, literature
and theatre." It goes on to state^
tbat this would involve the removal
of prohibitions on "third language"
broadcasting on the C.B.C. and the
possibility of creating a Governor
General award for the best Canadian
literary work in a "third language".
In respect to education, it stated
that "positive action is needed to
keep alive third languages, and the
literature to which they are the key."
It further states that an important
vehicle for accomplishing this would
be federal-provincial discussions on
multicultural education.

In any case, we will only be able to
judge Clark's commitment to multiculturism by his actions. Then we will
see how true is the statement made by
Laurier Lapierre, broadcaster and history professor:
"I think that we all pay lip
service to multiculturalism

Joe Clark, the new leader of the Progressive Conservative Party, in his
acceptance speech, stated that we, as
Canadians, "combine in one country,
the heritage of all the nations of the
world." At his post-victory press conference, in response to a reporter's

1

. .

question, Clark once more stated that
Canada is multicultural and added that
there should be a "toleration" of
multilingualism. Unfortunately, he
had to leave before he was able to
develop this point any further. Hopefully, a more detailed statement will
be shortly forthcoming.

,

The basic themes of the Convention
were: the need to heal the splits
within the Party:
the need to minimize government interference in peoples lives, especially in the economic sector; and the need to allow
individual enterprise to flourish.

yet right

left,

but, when the chips are down,
we think you look pretty nice
in your outfits. But that's
about all. You add colour,
but who gives a daim.

Yuri Daschko
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LEADERSHIP CONVENTION
On Sunday February 20, 1976 the Progressive Conservative Party of Canada chose a
new leader in Ottawa. Where were our
leaders?
How are we as Ukrainians to assume any position of influence if we shy
away from potential future decision makers? Have we deluded ourselves to believe that we have succeeded in dispensing with the type of inferiority that
caused our forefathers to anglicize their
names and their lifestyles?.
John Diefenbaker with his Bill of Rights
pioneered the movement towards equal status for all Canadians - no matter what
their origins. He gave Canada the first
Ukrainian cabinet Labour Minister - Mich-

ael Starr (Starchevsky 1957-19630). His
undying encouragement and vigorous campaign support helped elect to parliament
persons of Chinese and North American

Indian Origins, He also appointed two
Ukrainian senators, Senator John Hnatyshyn (1959) and Senator Pavlo Yuzyk (1963).
Both have contributed monumentally to the
Ukrainians in Canada. Why do we not venture through the doors that were opened
by a man who himself suffered the pressures of prejudice and had to succumb to
discrimination by changing his own name
from Diefenbocker to Diefenbaker?
Where were our lobbyists afc the P.C. Convention?
Is our political system
not
geared towards the pressures exerted by
interest groups?
In this, the most democratically oriented leadership convention ever seen in Canada, a superb opportunity for the expression of the demands
of such groups was available.
Approximately 60% of the delegates arrived In
Ottawa uncommited. The expression of our
interests in mult iculturalism/multilingualism, foriegn policy, and defence could
have been especially effective in the policy sessions Friday as well as in the
hospitality rooms.
What good are the grass roots if they
don't materialize -as inputs into the political process? Our demands and grievances will remain as such if the converted
We
continue to preach to the converted.
are much closer than we have ever been to
attaining a position to reach for the
strings from whic"h our fate hangs. We
have highly developed our religions, culWe are
ture and internal politics!
grateful to our earlier leaders who developed our institutions However these
same institutions have provided us with
an over-abundance of churches and good
dances as well as a pathetic lack of effective representatives.
One of the methods used by our leaders
to influence the convention delegates
and the public was a co-operative ad
published in the Ottawa Citizen of February 20 expressing concerns of HungLatarians Czechoslovaks Estonians
vians, Lithuanians, Poles, and Ukraini.

,
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One of the principal questions arising out of the recent
"Concern ... tax money spent for undeserved and unnecessary services
Conservative Convention, and
which reduce the self sufficiency
the one which concerns us the
most as Ukrainian Canadians is
and initiative of Canadians.
the attitude which will be taken toward multiculturalism.
Concern ... frequent references to reWe have seen a mockery of the
structuring our traditional
and
whole principle of multicultufree society.
ralism committed by the Trudeau
regime.
First, a new departConcern. .Threats of even greater
ment is created among great
government intervention in the prisruhaha and magnanimous, patevate sector, which has been demonrnalistic speeches on the part
strated world wide can only reduce
of the government.
We then get
stanand
being
our economic well
minister, a loyal backbencher
living
dard of
who has faithfully delivered
the Toronto-Parkdale riding for
a decade.
Oh yes, an ethnic,
Concern. .. our drifting foriegn po^fter many generous grants tinlicy no longer distinguishes betged
with
hints
of patronage
ween our ideological friends and
(which are suddenly discovered
those that subjugated countries and
after
Trudeau
was
assured of
prodemocratic
deliberately supress
another comfortable majority),
cesses
he is fired.
Multiculturalism
is now designated as falling
Concern. .. lack of support for prounder the Department of the
motion of freedom and democracy as
Secretary of State, but the
demonstrated by a decreasing commitminister
in charge holds the
ment to NATO and our agreement to
portfolio of the apparantlythe inequities of the Helsinki acrelated Department of Labour.
cords ..."
And now we are told that sucSuch an effort can be commended in that
cess has been achieved and that
interests of various ethnic groups are
the department will cease all
brought to the attention of the general
grants.
public.
However, have we not progressed
We do not want handouts for
beyond the point of relying on the well
perogie eating contests or lapaid-for printed page for exposure?
vish grants to make improvePerhaps we should consider the example
"jments on the various buildings
set by Canada's Indians who, by sending
which house our cultural cena representative, Mr. Cardinal, to the
tres. Undoubtedly, some grants,
convention, received cheaper and far
especially those which would
more extensive coverage in all the' media.
promote the actual development
Newspaper ads certainly do play a' role in
of those cultural activities,
but
cannot
efpresenting concerns,
they
which, because of marginal pofectively ask questions and support viewpular interest, would be hardpoints at policy sessions.
pressed to remain self-suffiUkrainians could have found a spokesman
cient, would be of great benein the person of Paul Yewchuck, a young
^^ t
*However, what we really
and sincere doctor who works hard in the
want is a consistent policy,
House and is generally well-liked and resone that will not only make
pected by his colleagues. Would not the
it easier for us to do our inmoney used to print such an ad as the aternal work, but also one that
bove have been better used in the support
will educate the principal
of this man? Although he played the role
ethnic and language groups as
of the dark horse during his brief twoto the actual role of our peweek period of candidacy, Dr. Yewchuck
ople in this country , and
nevertheless could have , with adequate fithe true nature of our cultnancial support, continued his campaign
ure beyond that of quaint Eaand acted as an effective representative
stern European peasants with
of the Third Force.
their picturesque folk dances
John Diefenbaker, in his opening day adMost of all
and Easter eggs.
dress to the convention, unearthed emo- consistency.
tions and set the stage for enthusiastic
Clark's victory may be a
participation. He called on Canadians to
The new Tory chgood thing.
"raise the flag of freedom" and labelled
ieftain hails from Alberta,
Trudeau's relations with Cuba as "the
province which has accumulated
love affair with Fidel Castro and coma commendable record in mulmunism." He recalled Trudeau's 1971 state ticulturalism. He's got two
ment in Moscow that Canada feared the miyears to prove himself."
litary influence of the United States more
Marco Levytsky
Diefenbaker put
than that of the U.S.S.R.
forth that he considers this to be "the
most abon.inable statement any prime minister of Canada ever made."
'They are cutting down the Bill of Rights.
UKRAINIAN BOOK STORE
Fight the battle for preservation of
Pari iaprivate enterprise in Canada.
.

.

9$

ment must be restored ... Freedom!
dom!
Freedom!

Free-

In his undying support of Ukrainian causes
throughout the years, Mr. Diefenbaker has
proven to us that his words are not hollow. Ukrainians have been able to rely on'
Whether is be on Parliament Hill,
him.
human rights demonstrations at the Soviet
Embassy, at the United Nations, or even in
Ukraine, the Chief has not let us down.
Continued on page
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STUDENT are not necessarily those oi the

Page
Ukrainian

Canadian Students' Union (SUSK) or the STUDENT
editorial
board. They are the opinions and beliefs of individuals and
ultimately it is
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ON THE XXV CPSU CONGRESS

We read that at the XXV
Congress of the CPSU in
Moscow, the Western Parties
have bitterly denounced
the tyranical bureaucracy
of the USSR.
This is more
or less the culmination of
the developments of the
past 20 years beginning
with Khrushchev's exposure
of Stalin's crimes, the
subsequent return to Stalinism, so vividly demons trared
by the brutal, counterrevolutionary (yes, counterrevolutionary) Russian
intervention in Hungary in
1956, Czechoslovakia, 1968,
the evident cynicism of the
populace and leadership of
the USSR and most recently

-

."

the exposure in the West of Brezhnev's Neo-Stalinist repression by
Solzhenitsyn, Sakharov and Plyushch.
The Italian Communist Party has long
been in the forefromt of the so-called Right Deviationist movement in
the Communist International.
The
French Party's long tradition of
slavish obedience was broken in 1968.
Now, th^ey have been joined by the
British and Spanish.
Even more significant, is their
rejection of the principle of 'Dictatorship of the Proletariat
the
critical tenet of the Marxist blueprint.
Marxism was a product of the mid19 th century world of laissez-faire
capitalism where exploitation was
rampant. Although certain minimum
reforms such as the Child Labor Bill
had been passed in Britain, the in,

'

.

,

.

dustrial worker's lot was a very sad
one indeed.
No regulation of hours
or wages existed, any trade union ac
tivity was strictly forbidden, unimaginable poverty abounded, and the
existing political institutions as
they had no vote.
Still fresh in
most peoples minds was the Paris
blood-bath of June, 1848 when the
leaders of the bourgeois revolution
turned upon their former proletarian
all ies
Since that time, we have seen the
appearance of Universal Sufferage,
the growth of the trade union movement, the recognition of the right
to collective bargaining, the initiation of social welfare measures
such as the Old Age Pension, Unemploymer
T
-e, Medicare, etc.
and the acceptance of* the Keynesian
principle of government intervention

in the eeonomy: the last
dealt the final blow to
laissez-faire capitalism.
Now, the Communist Parties
of Western Europe have fin
ally succumbed to reality.
How long can they tell the
workers to man the barricades, especially while
holding up the USSR, of
all states, as a model?
They may as well cry "workers of the world unite!
You have nothing to lose
but your sufferage, your
unions, your collective
bargaining, your cars,
your television sets, your
standard of living, your
children's education, and
- your civil liberties!"
Marco Levitsky
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wearing a Ukrainian or Jewish shirt. The
Mayor responded by saying, "What good did
27
it ever do me?"
Upon arriving at the press room we were
Friday was the day for policy sessions
greeted by an accreditation officer who,
while on Saturday the candidates presentrecognizing as Ukrainian the language that
ed their speeches.
It was their final
we were speaking, invited us in far a free
appeal to the delegates. The Ukrainian
beer.
Although he did not speak the lanpresence on the individual level was felt
throughout. Don Mazenkowski M. P. who acted guage, he still considered himself to be
^a Ukrainian and felt a natural affinity
as co-chairman with Michael Meighan and
towards us.
assistant Roman Hnatyshyn, M.P. were seen
Upon meeting the Czechoslovakian born
on the platform throughout the conference.
George Frecore who is formerly of C.T.V.
Mr. Steven Poproski who was continually
News,, we asked why we no longer see him
seen in the vicinity of Joe Clark, was
on
the air.
He replied, "My Slav spirit
subsequently offered the position of parcould only afford me the position of a
ty whip by the new leader.
Seen casting
professorship of journalism at Carleton
their ballots were Senator Pavlo Yuzyk, a
University in this Anglo Saxon media."
longtime advocate of multiculturalism and
this conference, the press posed quesAt
multilingualism; Mr. and Mrs. Savaryn, who
tions of a very basic nature.
For example,
were initiators of bilingual schools in
Clark was asked how it felt to be elected
Alberta (Ukrainian/English) ; Dr. Kindy of
and
what
he planned to do the following
Sherbrooke and Mr. Andrew Pytel of MontreThe only serious policy questions
al who were of the first Ukrainians to run day.
originated from "STUDENT": "You stated
for office for the P.C.'s in Montreal.
that Canada is a diverse nation. Would
Professor J.B. Rudnyskyj a member of the
you equate this diversity with multiculRoyal Commission of Bilingualism and Bituralism
and multilingualism?"
Clark
culturalism was seen in the press room reresponded by stating that Canada's mopresenting the ethnic press. Mr. William
Skoreyko, M.P. from Edmonton East was also saic nature is a widely recognized fact
which is seen in the framework of a mulpresent. Marijka Hurko and Yuri Dashko
ticultural and bilingual society.
He
represented "STUDENT" in the press room,
accepts the policy of "tolerance" of the
hospitality suites and in hotel lobbies
various ethno cultural groups.
Being
interviewing candidates on their attitudes
pressed for time, Mr. Clark was unable to
towards multiculturalism and multilinguexpand upon his policies and offer clarialism.
Nadia Rudyk, a journalism student
fication regarding the level of government
photographed the proceedings. Acting as
support implied by his concept of tolerance.
an observer was Women's Year representaHis speech of Saturday night puts forth
tive from Manitoba- Myroslava Pidhirna,
some' of his basic attitudes towards mulwho was instrumental in making available
ticulturalism.
"I have campaigned across
(in Ukrainian)^ the Women's Year literathis
country and know that diversity is
ture and slogan
the
essence
of
this
country.
Our strength
Sunday's voting took nine hours, four
is that we all reflect where we come from.
ballots, one recount, and many unexpected
My sense of Canada was formed in the open
alliances to give Joe Clark 65 votes more
West and has been broadened by a unique opthan Claude Wagner and elect him as leadportunity to see this country whole." On
er of the Progressive Conservative Party.
Within one hour of his victory, Joe Clark the other hand, Claude Ryan of Le Devoir
feels that a great deal of emphasis on
faced his first press conference in his
multiculturalism and multilingualism at
new capacity of party leader and leader
this
time would act as a distructive force
of the opposition.
On the way to the press room, Larry Zolf
in the Quebec context.
radio and television commentator and proAfter leaving the convention, we met Allan
ducer, recognizing us stated to Mayor DaLaakkonen, a member of the Ontario Advisovid Crombie of Toronto, "Here come my Ury Council on Multiculturalism and the nokrainian friends." We asked, "Are you
minator of Joe Clark. We proceeded with
-HOUSEHOLD
PLUMBING SUPPLIESP C Convention
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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him to the victory party. We found Mr.Laakkonen to be very proud of his Finnish ancestry and resentful of the fact that the
Official Languages Act does not recognize
him as being bilingual. Although he does
not speak French, he is otherwise quadrilingual.
Upon arriving at the victory party, we once again met Bob Aubin - a French
Canadian who works in the opposition leader's office and acted as a press accreditation officer for the convention. Mr. Aubin immediately described to us in detail
Yuri Mendeluk's film (the NFB Production never Walked The Steppes"), which had
impressed him greatly. He insisted that a
conversation involving himself, M.P. Roman
Hnatyshyn, Mr. M. Shinkoruk of Saskatoon
and ourselves be conducted in Ukrainian.
Upon attempting to enter into the conversation, news commentator Tom Gould was facetiously told that_he could not join the
group as it was strictly Ukrainian. He replied, "I was born in Edmonton. What more
do I have to do to qualify to be a Ukrainian?
Many drinks and many conversations
later, the party developed into a Ukrainian
sing-song with Mr. Shinkoruk leading us.
With these happy memories on our minds, we
reflect upon the words of journalist-broadcaster Doug Fisher: "Ethnic influence is
growing. The ethnics are becoming more and
more difficult to control." Multiculturalism, being widely thought of as a very
touchy subject, did not play a significant
role at this convention. Before the time
of John Diefenbaker, the Progressive Conervative Party had been traditionally known
to merely tolerate multiculturalism.
Robert Stanfield set the party back by focussing strongly on French-English cleavages.
In doing so he ignored one third of Canada's population.
John Diefenbaker strived
towards making Canada a country^Vhere all
people have equal status, no matter what
their origins. Let us hope that Joe Clark
continues in the direction set by this man.
Clark appreciates the fact that Canada's
"strength is that we all reflect where we
come from and respect where others come from"
Perhaps now with a leader who is more sympathetic to Canada's diversity, a good solid and informative representation by ethno
cultural groups will be effective.
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STUDENT position paper
continued from page 6
We view STUDENT as important evidance of the strong urge to continue
to survive and develop in a pluralistic society on the part of young U- krainian Canadians.
STUDENT is one
of the most valuable projects
that
the Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union
has initiated. The articles in this
newspaper can be viewed as important
historical papers that reveal the attitudes, thoughts, aspirations and ideas of Ukrainian Canadian students.
Like the spoken language, the printed
word can also be a carrier of culture.
And this is; exactly the function that
STUDENT has been fulfilling and, we
hope, will continue to fulfill.
If we wish to see
STUDENT become
a more frequently and regularly issued
paper of high quality, several steps
have to be taken:
1) A solid financial base for STUDENT
has to be established, i.e., enough
funds have to be raised for several
issues of STUDENT before any work
is started on it.
2) More writers and reporters have to
be encouraged to work for STUDENT;
3) All students must be encourage'd to
put their thoughts down on paper,
and hand it in" to STUDENT for publication.
It is only in this way
that we can continue a productive
dialogue on the pages of STUDENT.
We believe that it is the role of
student papers and student organizations to be the catalyst for new progressive ideals, morals and ethics for
its, community.
It is on the basis of
this, that STUDENT will attempt to
continue to function.
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POSITION p aper ON TH E
UKRAINIA N CANADIAN COMMITTEE M
continued from pa
The Intention must be" one
on committees whose members
of broadening the potential
necessity for a greater burshould in no way be tied to
source of resources of the
eaucracy in the form of elecany formula of organizational
ted advisory bodies.
UCC executive, and of alrepresentation.
In summation, the basic thelowing a democratisation
Once charged with formulating
sis of my submission is the
of the decision-making pro- a policy,
the role of these
retension
of the present UCC
cesses of the UCC, while at committees
becomes well destructure with the gradual
the same time not diminish- fined.
The Praesidium and Exintroduction of advisory coming or disputing the rights ecutive lose
little in terms
mittees composed of Ukrainian
of national organizations
of authority as they still
Canadians
talented in their
as they presently stand.
have the final say in chosing
fields who are collectively
In effect, structurally
a policy. However the benecapable to advise the UCC in
at least, this entails a
fits will increase because
an intellegent manner. Such
retention of the status quo. bringing about creative
poli- questions
as 'who will these
The most realistic propocies directly benefits the
people be?', and if found
sal for the future struccommittee members by making
will they be interested in
ture and working conditions,
them more competant in their
serving?, are food for thoof the UCC should be
to
respective fields. At the saught for those community phielect an executive of four
me time, pressure can be put
persons (president, execuon the Praesidium if it con- losophers who still care enough to ponder the future of
tive vice-president, secretinues to advocate certain
organized Ukrainian Canadian
tary, and treasurer) and
policies, since presumably,
community life. My thinking
to elect standing committees all the alternatives
would be 3110
experience leads
dealing with various indimade known to the organizame to conclude that such pevidual policy issues.
tions before a given policy
ople are around and will be
While the executive would
is chosen and put into effect
willing to serve the communiset the policy, it would
It is acknowledged that even
follow the advice of comat this stage the above app- ty. UCC's ability to perceive
mittees of people elected at roach could be viewed as be- a neccessity for their assistance constitutes the crititri-annual^ ~~..
congresses,, who
ing idealistic.
-tig
iueaiis:ic, The
rne mechanimechani
would be responsible for wor- cs of the lines of authority; cal area where a change of
thinking is necessary. We
K In Q Out"
l^v alternatives
altavrnf^.nr remuneration
king
out policy
etc, __
would
have should bear
in mind that we
on -'"-»
given issues relevent
-..
iu be
bcj.cvcuL to
to
lu
ue debated
ueudtea and
ana argued by
b
should strive for some synthe community. The importance some future constitutional
thesis to our discussions
nf congresses
ffTee
T.mnl^
*U
«^~~J
.
of
would thereby
committee
andj by delegates
of which will
eventually evolve
increase, as organizations
some future Congress.
into
a policy worthy of SUSK's
would have to not only elect This proposal comes at a titradition
of
innovative
a good executive in spite of me when major UCC organizathinking.
the constitutional restrictions are loathe to introdutions; but they would also
ce further constitutional
elect delegates to serve
changes much less admit the
LUBOMYR MARKEVYCH
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Kupalo was the celebration of
the beginning of the harvest. It was a rite in which
the participants masqueraded, masking themselves
with plants, the lighting of fires, the singing of songs
referring to Kupalo, and the leaping through th
SIJSK fire. The festival began with the rite of evokin,
Kupalo, who had wintered in the forest and sum

The

festival of
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an unceasing and clear spring of devotion
for folkloric music, a group of young musicians
found inspiration and unlimited possibilities. At
first this was an instrumental ensemble, but the
traditional national performance demands words.

The present form

of the

ensemble was arrived

at in
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1971. For their refusal to play non-Ukrainian songs
group was disbanded.
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Credit Union Limited
Winnipeg, Man.

862 Main Street

Phone 586-8431

SPECIAL OFFER

CATARACT
SUSK is distributing the Harcourt Brace Jovanovich publication of Mykhaylo Osadchy's
CATARACT, translated from Ukrainian, edited
and annotated by Marco Carynnyk.

Antng the many accounts of life as- a political prisoner, Mykhaylo Osadchy's memoir is
outstanding as a literary document. Osadchy
gives first-hand testimony of a special aspect of repression in the USSR: that of
nationalism in the non-Ukrainian republics.
CATARACT is an account of trial and imprisonment. Osadchy skillfully interweaves biting
satire and fierce parables, capturing the almost hallucinatory quality of Soviet life,
especially pronounced in prisons and labour
camps.

Bom in 1936, Osadchy was a model child of
the revolution. He was a loyal supporter of

)•*•*•••••••••«••**••*•*••>••**•*•*•*

BY MYKHAYLO OSADCHY
the Soviet regime up to the time of his arrest
on charges of "anti-Soviet agitation and proInterned in a labour camp
paganda" in 1965.
after an illegal trial held behind closed
doors, Osadchy was released in 1967, but was
not allowed to return to his former employment as lecturer of journalism at Lviv University, or to resume living with his family.
After CATARACT was published in the West,
Osadchy was arrested in 1972, and sentenced
to seven years in labour camps, to be followed by five years in exile.

This remarkable translation by Marco Carynnyk is based on the four Ukrainian versions published in the West. Extensive notes
on the trials of Osadchy and others, a biographical and critical introduction, and
appendices make this edition uniquely valuable~as an. educational vehicle.
He has applied a poet's ingenious imagination to the facts
imprisonment ... a work of powerful truth."
— The Atlantic Monthly

of his trial and

The paperback retails in stores for $3.95.
SUSK IS OFFERING THIS BOOK AT THE SPECIAL
PRICE OF $3.25 plus postage.

The booh
Orders may be sent to:
SUSK Press,
1S1 Lippinoott Street,
Toronto, Ontario
M5S 2P3.
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